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Abstract. Dose calculation methods for photon beams are reviewed in the context of radiation
therapy treatment planning. Following introductory summaries on photon beam characteristics and
clinical requirements on dose calculations, calculation methods are described in order of increasing
explicitness of particle transport. The simplest are dose ratio factorizations limited to point dose
estimates useful for checking other more general, but also more complex, approaches. Some
methods incorporate detailed modelling of scatter dose through differentiation of measured data
combined with various integration techniques. State-of-the-art methods based on point or pencil
kernels, which are derived through Monte Carlo simulations, to characterize secondary particle
transport are presented in some detail. Explicit particle transport methods, such as Monte Carlo,
are briefly summarized. The extensive literature on beam characterization and handling of treatment
head scatter is reviewed in the context of providing phase space data for kernel based and/or direct
Monte Carlo dose calculations. Finally, a brief overview of inverse methods for optimization and
dose reconstruction is provided.
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1. Introduction

In the early days of radiotherapy, ‘dose’ was used in a pharmacological sense quantifying
the amount of radiation given rather than its physical impact on the irradiated matter. Today,
absorbed dose is strictly defined as mean energy imparted (by ionizing radiation) per mass
(ICRU 1998), i.e. dose is decoupled from the radiation used to deliver it. Therefore, absorbed
dose is the fundamental physical quantity of interest for relating radiation treatment to its
outcome. The broad spectrum of events that impart energy to matter implies that direct
measurement of dose from its definition is not a trivial task. Calorimeters and ionization
chambers can be used to measure dose in absolute terms but are not suitable forin vivo
dosimetry. Thermoluminescence detectors and diodes, placed on the patient surface or within
cavities, are used to check the delivered dose in patients, but they are not suitable for obtaining
a map of the dose. Hence, quantification of dose distributions in patients must be based on
calculation models, both for treatment planning and in following up the delivered treatment.

When high-energy photon beams were introduced clinically in the 1950s, the only choice
available for medical physicists was to develop empirical methods. These methods often
restricted treatments to beam set-ups that could be calculated with some confidence. A
historical review of treatment techniques with an extensive bibliography of early developments
in dose calculations is provided by Fraass (1995). Before access to CT scanning, mapping of
patient anatomy had to rely on simple contouring, i.e. dose calculation accuracy was limited
to a great extent by the lack of relevant information about the patient. During the early 1970s
‘mini-computers’ provided enough computational power to enable the development of both
CT scanners and computer based treatment planning systems at prices affordable to healthcare
providers. These advents boosted the refinement of empirical dose calculation methods to
incorporate voxel by voxel considerations of heterogeneous tissues (see reviews of that time,
e.g. Purdy and Prasad (1983) or Cunningham (1983)). More recently, imaging modalities such
as MRI (nuclear magnetic resonance imaging), SPECT and PET (single photon and positron
emission tomography) have greatly increased the possibility of localizing and delineating
tumours and nearby organs (Austin-Seymouret al 1995, Schadet al 1992). In response
to greater precision in defining the target volume, a present trend is to explore all available
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degrees of freedom in beam delivery in order to increase the target dose and spare normal
tissues (Bortfeldet al 1997, Brahme 1987, 1995, Chinet al 1983, Webb 1997). Increased
dose requires increased accuracy, as reviewed in section 3.2. Empirical methods are limited in
accuracy and often fail to model generalized beam set-ups. Although the transport equation
and the interaction cross sections are well known, no analytical dose calculation algorithms for
photon beams have been developed that are general enough to handle radiotherapy geometries
with high enough accuracy. Analytical methods might work if a very short chain of events
precedes the complete absorption of the particle’s energy (or when the photons escape the
system of concern). Monte Carlo methods, implemented to mimic the basic processes in a
straightforward way, have served many purposes in medical physics (see reviews by Andreo
(1991), Rogers and Bielajew (1990) and Mackie (1990)). However, they have not yet become
suitable for routine treatment planning of photon beams due to their huge requirement for CPU
time. Therefore, a new family of semianalytical dose calculation algorithms based on energy
deposition kernels has been developed, as reviewed in detail in section 7.

Traditionally, calculation of dose output and the related irradiation time or the accelerator
monitor units has been treated as a separate task, often not integrated into the treatment planning
system itself. More recently, attention has been drawn to the importance of characterizing
the beam and to fully modelling output and lateral beam variations. The result is a more
complete understanding and modelling of dose deposition, thus enabling planning to be carried
out for more complicated treatments. Increased requirements on standards for safety and
quality assurance during treatment have, on the other hand, emphasized the important role of
simple dose calculation methods for independent checks of the output from treatment planning
systems.

1.1. The scope of this review

The aim of this work is to review the background, requirements, formalisms and algorithms for
photon beam dose modelling in external radiotherapy. Calculation methods for brachytherapy
and radiation protection fall outside the scope of this review. The emphasis will be on methods
suitable for the implementation and/or check of dose calculations in 3D treatment planning
systems. Beginning with introductory sections on the energy deposition processes and clinical
requirements for dose calculations, we continue with formalisms for monitor unit normalization
followed by several sections on particular dose calculation methods. The methods will be
described in order of increasing explicitness of particle transport considerations. The range
of modelling starts with empirically oriented techniques (sections 5 and 6) and continues over
kernel based methods (section 7) to explicit particle transport methods such as Monte Carlo
(section 8). There is, however, no strict division between models based on first-principle
particle transport and empirical models. A particular implementation may consist of elements
from both groups of models and also apply different monitor unit calibration/normalization
formalisms. All models require the incident beam to be characterized to provide basic data as
discussed in section 9. Finally, some inverse techniques proposed for beam optimization are
reviewed in section 10.

2. Energy deposition in photon beams

2.1. The physical processes

The photons from a treatment machine yield a cascade of interactions, not only in the patient
but also in the treatment machine itself before the energy is absorbed as dose (see figure 1).
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Figure 1. Interaction history of the four dose categories commonly referred to in dose calculations
for treatment planning—primary dose, phantom scatter dose, contaminant charged particle dose
and head scatter dose.

Following irradiation of the treatment head elements, the beam is scattered adding a secondary
photon component to the primary beam. In addition, charged particles released in the treatment
machine head and the air column between the head and the irradiated medium contaminate
the beam and contribute to the dose in the build-up region. The amount of charged particle
contamination is very sensitive to the presence of scattering material. Therefore, dosimetry
protocols state that beams should be calibrated at a depth beyond the range of charged particle
contamination (IAEA 1987).

Photons are indirectly ionizing particles and do not deposit significant energy themselves.
Through interactions with atoms in the patient, the incident photons transfer their energy to
electrons and positrons that ionize and excite atoms along particle tracks until their energy
is lost. Using the interaction history one can make unambiguous definitions of the various
dose categories relevant to beam characterization and dose modelling, as outlined in figure 1.
Starting at the source (electron beam target), most photons entering the patient have not been
subject to any interactions before entering the patient and will serve as originators of the primary
and phantom scatter dose distributions. Particles interacting in the treatment head yield two
dose categories: charged particle contamination and head scatter dose. The different order of
scatter regarding the head scatter dose is not normally separated. Head scatter dose accounts,
depending on beam energy, for approximately 5–15% of the total dose (Ahnesjö 1994).

Since the time of conventional x-rays and60Co units the importance of charged particle
transport has often been overlooked in dose calculations for treatment planning. It has been
considered sufficient to assume that the photon energy transferred to such particles was
deposited ‘on the spot’ (collision kerma approximation). This has caused confusion, for
instance, when ‘primary dose’ has been defined experimentally as ‘zero-area tissue–phantom
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ratio’ (Mohan and Chui 1985). However, it is convenient to keep the concept of primary dose
since its dependence on the primary photon fluence is far more local than the dose mediated
by scattered photons (see Bjärngard and Cunningham 1986, Nizin 1993 and Wooet al 1990).
In ICRU (1987), primary radiation is taken to be the radiation incident on the surface of the
phantom and includes photons coming directly from the target as well as radiation scattered
from the beam shaping and collimating system. In this review, unless otherwise stated, dose
due to radiation that has been scattered within the head of the treatment machine (resulting
in head scatter dose) will be considered separately. Reasons for the separation are that head
scattering processes are independent of scattering in the patient and results in radiation that
differs in energy and direction from the primary beam. In section 9, the literature on head
scattered radiation is reviewed in more detail.

2.2. The theorems according to Fano and O’Connor

The dosimetric data used in treatment planning are mainly derived for water. The existence
of two important theorems by Fano and O’Connor enables density-scaling of data for water to
‘water-like media’ with arbitrary densities.

Fano’s theorem states that when an object of varying density but constant atomic
composition is present in a radiation field with constant fluence of primary particles (photons),
then the fluence of secondary particles (electrons) is also constant and independent of the
density variations (Fano 1954). This constant fluence of secondary electrons equals the
fluence in charged particle equilibrium (CPE) for a given fluence of photons. Consequently the
absorbed dose across any area of density variations would be constant. The main assumption
in Fano’s theorem is that the interaction cross sections per unit mass are independent of the
density of a medium of identical atomic composition. Strictly, in order to apply Fano’s theorem
to external photon beams, one must assume that primary photon attenuation, the stopping
power density effect and the release of secondary photons can be neglected. Ignoring photon
attenuation essentially means that the mean free paths of primary photons must be much larger
than the maximum ranges of the released secondary electrons. This first condition can be
fulfilled in clinical beams, with photon energies less than 1–3 MeV and applies to points in
an externally irradiated medium which are sufficiently far from boundaries (Harder 1974).
Density effects (within the density range of human tissues) are generally small for clinical
beams and the production of secondary photons is not problematic as long as their mean free
paths are larger than the ranges of secondary electrons. For the above reasons Fano’s theorem
is an important test of dose calculation algorithms (Nilsson and Knöös 1992). The effect of
lateral charged particle disequilibrium is illustrated in figure 2 by the depth dose curves along
the central axis in fields of different sizes.

While Fano’s theorem applies to situations of charged particle equilibrium, the density
scaling theorem by O’Connor relates the dose in two media of different density but equal
atomic composition, both irradiated by the same external beam, to each other. According to
this theorem, the ratio of the secondary scattered photon fluence to that of primary photon
fluence is constant in the two media provided all geometric distances, including field sizes, are
scaled inversely to the density (O’Connor 1957). This means that the dose at corresponding
points in two media is the same if all dimensions in the irradiation geometries are scaled
inversely with density (see figure 3). Both Fano’s and O’Connor’s theorems rely on a common
assumption that the interaction probability (per electron) is independent of density variations
between media. The common foundations and relations between these two theorems was
analysed by Bj̈arngard (1987).
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Figure 2. Central axis depth dose curves calculated with the Monte Carlo method for parallel
(infinite SSD) 4 MV circular beams of varying diameters (ranging from 0.1 to 12.0 cm) onto a
stack of tissue media composed of adipose (A), muscle (M), bone (B) and lung (L) with densities
0.92, 1.04, 1.85 and 0.25 g cm−3 respectively. For small fields there is a great difference in dose to
different media because of the greatly varying degree of lateral equilibrium of the released charged
particles. At larger field sizes the dose is rather constant and declines with depth according to the
attenuation of the primary beam. (Adapted from Ahnesjö (1987,1989).)

Figure 3. The dose atV ′ andV ′′ are equal according to O’Connor’s theorem provided that all
linear dimensions (including the source to surface distance) are scaled by the phantom density and
the number of photons per unit solid angle is equal.

2.3. The reciprocity theorem

For radiation transfer the reciprocity theorem states thatreversing the positions of a point
detector and a point isotropic source within an infinite homogeneous medium does not change
the amount of radiation detected(Attix 1986). This theorem dates back to King (1912)
who formulated it as a reciprocal relationship between the primary radiation from a point
source and a finite volume. Mayneord (1945) extended the theorem to the case where the
source and the detector are both extended:the integral dose throughout any volume whatever
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Figure 4. The estimate of dose originating from a large scattering element B to a small element
A, as shown to the left, can be made with better scoring statistics by use of a reciprocal geometry
as to the right in which A′ is used as the scattering element and B′ as the tally region. The set-up
requires a homogeneous medium and rotational symmetric scattering around the primary particle
direction for the reciprocity to apply. (Adapted from Hobanet al (1994), with permission.)

due to a finite source uniformly filled with radioactive material is equal to the integral dose
throughout the original source if the receiver be filled with radiating material of the same
uniform density.The implicit approximation in kernel superposition models (see section 7) is
that kernels are treated as if the medium were infinite and homogeneous so the theorem applies
directly to superposition integrals without requiring further approximations. Although kernels
are generally derived assuming an infinite medium, this is not an absolute requirement for
superposition calculations. Strictly kernels could be derived at boundary positions and used
for superposition calculations (Woo 1994). Kernel reciprocity means that point dose kernels
as well as describing the energy deposited around a photon interaction site, also describe the
distribution of scattering sites for the particles that mediate energy to a dose deposition point.
Due to this reciprocity, comparison between calculated energy spread kernels and measured
iso-linedose contribution curves was possible (O’Connor and Malone 1989). The application
of the theorem in the case of polyenergetic beams where polyenergetic kernels are employed
(see section 7.2.1.1) is not exact because of differences in the differential energy fluence
spectrum used to define polyenergetic kernels (Papanikolaouet al 1993). The reciprocity
between photon interaction and dose deposition sites is appropriate for designing geometries
for use in experiments or Monte Carlo simulations where signal to noise ratios or statistical
uncertainties are of concern (see figure 4).

The reciprocity is also sometimes utilized in radiation transport codes inadjoint mode
where particles are treated as going backwards from the tally region towards the sources
(Difilippo 1998, Wagneret al 1994). The technique is best suited to problems where one
wants to estimate the response of a small detector exposed to large distributed sources.

2.4. Common experimental quantities

Apart from a summary given as an appendix in ICRU (1976), most of the quantities traditionally
used in photon beam characterization lack formal definitions approved by an international
body of standardization. Several common quantities have been reviewed in a recent formalism
proposal (Dutreixet al 1997) with the aim to serve in ‘manual’ calculations of monitor unit
settings. In the present section we give a brief overview of the most commonly used quantities
defined for points along the central axis of a photon beam. These are classified into those
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quantities that express the depth penetration characteristics of beams, those that attempt to
separate scatter dose from primary dose and those that describe the output of the clinical
accelerator. The most important of the reviewed quantities are summarized in table 1.

To describe the penetration characteristics, three quantities have been widely used: the
percentage depth dose (PDD), the tissue phantom ratio (TPR) and the tissue maximum ratio
(TMR). PDD at a point in water is defined as the ratio of absorbed dose at that point to
the absorbed dose at the depth of maximum build-up along the central axis. PDD data are
impractical for direct reconstruction of dose distributions since they depend on the source to
surface distance (SSD). Instead TPR, being independent of SSD, has gained popularity. TPR
is defined as the ratio of the total absorbed dose on the central axis at depth to that at a point
also on the central axis and at the same distance from the source but with the surface of the
phantom moved so that the point is at a specified reference depth (Karzmarket al 1965). The
TPR was defined to comply with recommendations that x-ray beams should be calibrated at
a reference depth in a phantom (ICRU 1963). Another quantity, the tissue maximum ratio
(TMR), has been used in some dosimetry systems (Holtet al 1970). TMR is renormalized
TPR such that the specified reference depth is the depth of maximum dose. The uncertainties
due to electron contamination at the depth of dose maximum is a complication, and the use of
a reference depth further away from the build-up region, as in the TPR definition, is strictly a
better choice for dosimetry systems (Dutreixet al 1997).

Early dosimetric systems have tried to separate scatter from primary dose using scatter
factors to express the ratio of total to primary dose at a point (ICRU 1973). Tissue air ratio
(TAR) was defined as the ratio of the absorbed dose at a given point in a phantom to the absorbed
dose at the same point in air, but at the centre of a small volume of phantom material, of mass
just large enough to provide electronic equilibrium, at the point of measurement (ICRU 1973,
1976). This definition of TAR (originally known as tumour air ratio by Johnset al (1953)), has
been a subject of controversy for high-energy beams due to experimental problems in ensuring
ideal charged particle equilibrium in air. In a later definition, TAR is relative to the primary

Figure 5. Geometry for specifying some of the quantities given in table 1. The calibration depth
zcal is often at isocentre. The acronyms SSD, SAD and SDD read source to surface distance, source
to axis distance, and source to detector distance. The generic aperture variableA may, depending
on context, represent the entire beam set-up geometry rather than just field size.
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dose at the depth of maximum dose build-up, still with constant SDD (BJR 1983 (also in BJR
1996)).

Scatter primary ratio, SPR, is a general name for quantities defined as ratios of scatter
versus primary dose at a point. A strict definition for SPR is given by Bjärngard and Petti
(1988) where the denominator represents dose originating from primary photons at a depth
larger than that of maximum build-up (cf section 4.2). A related quantity is scatter air ratio
(SAR) describing the absorbed dose originating from scattered radiation, and is practically
derived by subtracting the extrapolated value for zero-area field TAR from finite field TAR
(Gupta and Cunningham 1966). The use of extrapolation, however, is ambiguous in strictly
representing primary dose (Kijewskiet al 1986). SAR can be differentiated with respect to
field radius to yield differential scatter air ratios (dSAR) (Cunningham 1972, Larson and Prasad
1978, Sontag and Ray 1995). Analogous to SAR, scatter maximum ratios (SMR) (originally
called scatter phantom ratios by Khanet al (1972)) are calculated by subtracting the zero-area
TMR for that depth from the TMR at the same depth and beam radius. In both SAR and SMR
the denominator is the primary dose at the depth of maximum build-up. Modelling dose from
scattered photons using dSAR or differentiated SPR can be done using various integration
techniques (see section 5.2.2). Other commonly used scatter factors are: the backscatter factor
(BSF), defined as the SPR at the surface of the phantom on the central axis, and used for low-
and medium-energy x-rays, and the peak scatter factor (PSF), used for higher-energy beams
and defined at the depth of maximum build-up. Normalized peak scatter factors (NPSF), are
PSF renormalized to a reference field size to avoid uncertainties due to scattered photons (Day
1983).

The output from a treatment machine is defined in ICRU 24 (ICRU 1976) as the rate
of exposure or dose for a given field related to the same quantity in a reference geometry
which usually is the calibration depth and field size. The separation of total output (‘output in
water’) into treatment head scatter (‘output in air’) and phantom scatter was first done by Holt
et al (1970). They measured the total output and head scatter factors separately, as they are
readily defined, unlike phantom scatter factors which can only be measured with ‘field-cut’
phantoms with maximum-opened jaws on the machine. Phantom scatter factors, labelled as
Sp, are often estimated as the ratio of the total scatter factorScp to the collimator (head) scatter
factorSc, thereby assuming equal broad beam dose per energy fluence conversion of primary
and head scattered photons. (Other common symbols for these factors are OFphant, OFw and
OFair respectively.) This is not strictly true since the diffuse beam of head scattered photons
is larger than the well-collimated primary beam, but considering that head scatter is only a
fraction of the total the approximation can be used. The various kinds of output factors can
be given strict definitions by applying energy fluence formalisms (Ahnesjö 1994, Kimet al
1998) (see table 1).

3. Dose calculations for treatment planning

Dose calculation models should serve, within the environment of a treatment planning system,
to provide quick and accurate results for all relevant types of treatment field arrangements. The
demands on dose calculations are therefore to a large degree context dependent. Important
aspects in design of treatment planning systems are not only the accuracy of the results but
also the logistics of the data objects, user interface layouts, etc.

3.1. Generality, flexibility and logistics

The general requirements for a treatment planning system were identified early (ICCR 1970)
although the technology to realize the goals has only just started to approach the real needs.
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Anatomy mapping with CT enabled the modern approach to treatment planning where much of
the beam geometry is evaluated by a combination of dose quantification and ‘virtual simulation’
of a CT study rather than physical simulation with the patient at a simulator (Goitein and Abrams
1983). The ‘beam’s-eye view concept’ (Goiteinet al 1983) is a classical invention mimicking
radiographs to align the beam with identified organs. This concept has now merged with
dose calculations as to verify delivered dose by patient dose reconstruction from portal dose
distributions (see section 10.2). The use of intensity modulation to optimize beam profiles (see
Brahme (1995) for a review) requires that the beam can be modulated to achieve the desired
treatment. Use of scanning beams and dynamic multileaf modulation will not affect spectral-
dependent beam properties but if attenuating modulators (‘compensator filters’) are applied,
the change in spectral-dependent properties should be accounted for. Hence, the dose model
framework must be general enough to include the influence on dose and beam properties from
general beam set-ups and modulations, and also be able to follow the particle transport to the
portal image plane with adequate details.

Junget al (1997) have studied the clinical workflow and developed design principles to
meet logistic demands. As an example it was stated that it should be possible to perform the
different tasks in a natural, and as far as possible, arbitrary order. It implies that it could be
desirable to know the dose to a single point before a full matrix calculation is done. Most
traditional algorithms, that typically take into account only the ray path from the source to the
calculation point, can generate dose values at arbitrary points. A modern approach, such as
that from convolution/superposition or Monte Carlo, provides the result in a 3D Cartesian grid
but calculation efficiency is lost completely if dose has to be delivered point by point. This
is of some importance as the number of points where the dose is calculated can be reduced
significantly if an optimal set of points is used (Niemierko and Goitein 1990). However,
Cartesian grids are sufficient if the grid resolution is high enough (see the paper by van’t Veld
and Bruinvis (1995) which includes a bibliography). An obvious choice is to have a highly
integrated ‘single point model’ in interactive operation where some accuracy is traded for
point dose speed, and a second, more accurate, ‘bulk matrix model’ which could be allowed
to run in batch mode. It is, however, desirable to use a single model in order to simplify
clinical verification and quality assurance (although a multimodel system would provide some
inherent quality assurance comparing results from the different models). For interactive use,
point calculations should be virtually instantaneous and spend a maximum of some tens of
seconds in calculating a dose distribution in a patient cross section. The uppermost time
limit for an accurate calculation to a bulk volume when no user interaction is required would
be 1 h, allowing reasonable patient throughput. Use of optimization based on biological or
physical object functions will, however, increase the demand for computational speed since
optimization schemes usually use iterative search methods (Gustafsson 1996). For gradient
based search methods one also need to know the gradient of the responseR with respect to the
optimization variableν:

∂R

∂ν
= ∂R

∂D

∂D

∂ν
(1)

i.e. the dose model should provide also the gradient∂D/∂ν besides the doseD. Dose must
be recomputed occasionally during the optimization search since the dose response∂R/∂D is
usually nonlinear and/or constrained. For intensity modulation,ν represents the energy fluence
9 through a pixel (bixel) of the beam cross section. Commonly, the number of iterations needed
in optimization is in the order of 50 to 100 leaving substantially less than a minute for dose
calculations alone.

Well defined, standardized data objects will facilitate object oriented approaches using
databases to serve treatment planning and dose calculations (NEMA 1998). The current
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DICOM standard does not (yet) cover the data set needed for treatment unit characterization.
This complicates the modularization of dose calculations into exchangeable modules using
different models. Quality assurance on dose and monitor unit settings in treatment planning
requires checks of the entire chain from beam characterization measurements to final output
calculations. Although, in principle, modern algorithms using kernel superposition or direct
Monte Carlo simulations should be superior to more simple, traditional approaches, there is
a need for these as independent calculators. Thus, since simpler methods could serve for
checking information fed into the treatment planning system as well as results generated by it,
space will be devoted in this review to both types of calculations.

3.2. Accuracy

The basis for radiotherapy is that cancer cells are more sensitive to ionizing radiation than
normal cells. Important parameters to describe the response areD50, the 50% response dose,
and the normalized dose gradientγ (Brahme 1984). For tumour control theD50 value increases
with tumour size and for normal tissue injuryD50 decreases with larger irradiated volumes
(Källmanet al1992b), i.e. the therapeutic window shrinks with increasing tumour size. Values
for γ vary from 1.5 to 7, i.e. the uncertainty in delivered dose amplifies between 1.5 to 7 times
when viewed as dose related part of the uncertainty in biological response. In an attempt to
quantify the actual accuracy needed, Boyer and Schultheiss (1988) studied the influence of
dose uncertainty on complication-free tumour control (called ‘utility function’ in their paper)
and concluded that a 1% higher accuracy results in 2% increase of cure. It is not surprising that
extensive research has been targeted to develop dose response models suitable for application
for optimization of dose distributions in treatment planning (see Brahme (1995) for a review).
Major problems are not only the determination of the actual parameters to be used in the
models (Ågren-Cronqvist 1995) but also the major foundations of the models which are at
present subject to some controversy (Dasu and Denekamp 1999). To improve the state of the
art, high accuracy and quality must also be enforced in dose reporting (Overgaard and Bartelink
1995, Discheet al 1993). Several general recommendations of dose delivery accuracy have
been issued: 5% (ICRU 1976), 3.5% (Mijnheeret al1987), 3% (Brahme 1988). The dosimetric
error in absolute dose calibration has been determined by Andreo (1990). Excluding beam
monitoring instabilities, the absolute dosimetry uncertainty is stated to be 2.0% for MV photon
beams and 1.6% for60Co. Considering the complexity of the dose delivery process, it is of
course difficult to achieve 3% accuracy in practice and it is common to refer to the ICRU 24
(ICRU 1976) value of 5% as the level for corrective action. A conservative approach for setting
the limits for dose calculation errors alone is to identify the other errors in the dose delivery
chain and vary the dose calculation error to identify the limit where the overall value is seriously
affected by the dose calculation error (Ahnesjö 1991). Combining the dosimetry estimates from
Andreo (1990) and delivery estimates from Brahme (1988) as a representation of the present
technique indicates that dose calculations do not need to be better than 2% (see table 2) with a
correction action level at 4%. It is unlikely that revolutionary accuracy improvements in dose
delivery will occur in future, although some evolution should be anticipated. Developments
in basic dosimetry, detector technology and accelerator stability may cut the errors in dose
calibration, beam monitoring and flattening to half their present values. Patient data and
beam–patient set-ups are difficult to improve but a reduction to two-thirds of their present
values should be possible. Summarizing these expectations, a dose calculation accuracy of
1% will be sufficient as the ultimate future goal.

More specific requirements on commissioning and quality assurance of treatment planning
systems have been worked out by Dahlinet al (1983), Van Dyket al (1993) and Fraass
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Table 2. Determination of accuracy goal in dose calculations. With present delivery and calibration
technique 2–3% should be the aim while 1% might be the ultimate accuracy goal.

Present technique Future development
100×1D(1σ)/D 100×1D(1σ)/D

Absorbed dose determination at the calibration point 2.0 1.0
Additional uncertainty for other points 1.1 0.5
Monitor stability 1.0 0.5
Beam flatness 1.5 0.8
Patient data uncertainties 1.5 1.0
Beam and patient set-up 2.5 1.6

Overall excluding dose calculation 4.1 2.4

Dose calculation 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

Resulting overall uncertainty 4.2 4.6 5.1 5.7 6.5 2.4 2.6 3.1 3.8 4.7

Table 3. Dose and positional accuracy criteria for photon beam dose calculations adapted from
Van Dyk et al (1993). Percentage figures are specified relative to the calibration value with a
conversion to local values (within brackets) for the low-dose region. Positional accuracy values
(fourth column) are defined as the distances between measured dose points and the nearest points in
a calculated distribution which contain the same dose values (van’t Veld 1997, Harmset al 1998).

Central axis High dose region Large dose Low dose region
(except build-up) Low dose gradient gradient Low dose gradient

Homogeneous water slab—simple fields 2% 3% 4 mm 3% (∼50%)
Stack of tissue slabs—simple fields 3% 3% 4 mm 3% (∼50%)
Anthropomorphic 4% 4 mm 3% (∼50%)

phantoms—complex beams

et al (1998). Based on a general 4% requirement for test of existing systems (and a 2%
recommendation as a ‘developer’s goal’) Van Dyket al identified a number of situations
which theya priori assumed to present variable degrees of difficulty. They also differentiated
the accuracy criterion for different dose regions, identifying that 3% local accuracy is almost
meaningless in high-gradient regions and low-dose regions (see table 3).

4. Dose per monitor units normalization

Here we shall review three major formalisms for dose per monitor units normalization, one
model driven dose-to-energy-fluence formalism, one based on dose-to-kerma relations and
one empirically oriented dose-to-dose ratio formalism. This classification is similar to the
approach used by Mackieet al (1996) in their review, although in this review the formalism
aspect will be more thoroughly expressed. By ‘formalism’ we mean the quantities and their
relations needed for a monitor unit calculation, while by ‘model’ we mean the calculational
model used to evaluate the quantities used by the formalism. Hence, a formalism can be
viewed as a framework, or ‘top level’ model, within which different computation models can
be implemented.

4.1. Dose-to-energy fluence formalisms

The description here follows the work by Ahnesjö and co-workers (Ahnesjö et al1992a, 1995,
Ahnesj̈o 1994, 1995, Weberet al 1996, Åsell 1999). A similar but independent development
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has also been presented by Mackieet al (1995). The common basic idea utilized is that dose
is linear to the amount of radiation the patient is exposed to. The linearity makes it natural to
express the dose calculated from ‘first principle’ models as dose per energy fluence, i.e. a dose
calculation ‘engine’ is supposed to deliver

d(x, y, z) = D(x, y, z|9(A; x, y, z0))

90
(2)

where90 is a reference energy fluence level,A is a general aperture variable representing all
beam collimating and modulating elements andD(x, y, z|9(A; x, y, z0)) is the absorbed dose
at point(x, y, z), given that the lateral energy fluence distribution9(A; x, y, z0) is defined
free in air at a reference distancez0 from the source. Beam attenuation and divergence are
assumed to be intrinsic parts of the dose calculation model and not part of the formalism itself.
A natural definition of the reference energy fluence90 is the primary (cf figure 1) unscattered
energy fluence free in air at the calibration point, normally the isocentre (Ahnesjö 1994).
Lateral variations of the primary energy fluence (atz0) are then related to90 by the relative
distributionf (A; x, y, z0) such that9prim(A; x, y, z0) = 90f (A; x, y, z0). Adding scattered
photons,9hsc, from irradiated parts of the treatment head then yields the total photon energy
fluence of the beam as

9(A; x, y, z0) = 90

(
f (A; x, y, z0) +

9hsc

90
(A; x, y, z0)

)
. (3)

Following Ahnesj̈o et al (1992a), the monitor units registered for a given beam are separated
in two parts,M0 andMb. M0 is the signal proportional to the forward fluence through the
monitor chamber andMb = Mb(A) is proportional to the fluence of particles backscattered
into the monitor from the upper part of the adjustable collimators. The backscatter signal is
usually small, i.e.b(A) = Mb(A)/M0 � 1. The total energy fluence delivered free in air per
monitor unit now follows as

9(A; x, y, z0)

M
= 90

M0
(1 +b(A))−1

(
f (A; x, y, z0) +

9hsc

90
(A; x, y, z0)

)
. (4)

The link between monitor units and energy fluence is provided by a dose normalization for the
calibration geometry of the treatment unit. Combining equations (2) to (4) and simplifying
the notation of absorbed doseD yields

D(A; x, y, z)
M

= 90

M0
(1 +b(A))−1d(A; x, y, z). (5)

By requiring the measured dose, for a calibration fieldAcal and position(xcal, ycal, zcal), to equal
the calculated dose for the same conditions,90/M0 follows as the ratio between a measured
dose (per monitor unit, corrected for monitor backscatter) and a calculated dose (per energy
fluence) for the calibration conditions:

90

M0
= [D(Acal; xcal, ycal, zcal)/M]Measured

[D(Acal; xcal, ycal, zcal)/90]Calculated
(1 +b(Acal)). (6)

Following equations (4) and (5), one can easily identify the models needed for implementation
of the formalism. The presence off and9hsc/90 in equation (4) tells us to model the primary
energy fluence and head scatter fluence prior to running the dose calculation engined(. . .).
Collimator backscatter to the monitors requires a model of its own as indicated byb(A). The
strength of the formalism is that the required models are exchangeable, i.e. it does not matter
if an analytical, kernel or Monte Carlo based model is used to execute the role ofd(. . .) as
long as it provides dose per incident energy fluence.
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4.2. Dose-to-collision kerma formalisms

An early concept for beam calibration was exposure, which formed the basis for formulation
of the tissue-air-ratio method of dose calculation. Through the work of Bjärngard and others,
a kerma based formalism has been developed. Displacement effects from charged particle
transport, although small except in the build-up region, can be included in order to generalize
the approach to be used for higher energies (Hannallahet al 1996) but are neglected here for
simplicity. Hence, the total dose per primary collision kerma is expressed as

D

Kc
(A; x, y, z) = 1 + SPR(A; x, y, z) (7)

where SPR is the scatter to primary dose ratio (cf table 1). Collision kerma is proportional
to energy fluence throughKc = (µen/ρ)9, so kerma distributions scales with energy fluence
and can be calculated through simple application of attenuation and the inverse square law.
Attenuation calculations require a detailed knowledge of the spectrum or careful experimental
analysis in narrow beam geometries (cf Bjärngard and Shackford 1994, Bjärngardet al 1989,
1990, Bj̈arngard and Vadash 1995, Karlssonet al 1993). The dose per monitor unit follows as

D

M
=
[
Kc(Acal; xcal, ycal, zcal)

M

]
Measured

[
Kc(A; x, y, z)

Kc(Acal; xcal, ycal, zcal)

]
Calculated

×Sc(A)(1 + SPR(A; x, y, z)). (8)

In this formalism lateral head scatter variations are neglected through the use of position-
independent output factors in air. The evaluation for arbitrary fields can be done by various
methods and is not dependent on the dose formalism.

4.3. Empirical dose-to-dose ratio formalisms

The aim of empirical dose-to-dose ratio formalisms is to arrive at the dose per monitor unit
by using as few and standardized measurements as possible. This is achieved by varying the
independent variables one by one and deriving the factor by which the measured dose value
changes. In this way, dose is factored into a set of measurable factors ending with a relation
to the calibration geometry:

D

M
(case A) = D/Mcase A

D/Mcase B

D/Mcase B

· · · . . .
· · ·

D/Mcalib.geom.

D

M
(calib. geom.). (9)

A recent systematic reformulation of the dose-to-dose ratio formalism has been given by
Dutreixet al (1997). The strength of the formalism lies in that the calculations are simple once
the data are available. However, calculations of full spatial distributions are not adequately
addressed by this formalism since the factors are rarely spatially separable, i.e.

D(x, y, z) 6= D(x0, y0, z0)
D(x)

D(x0)

D(y)

D(y0)

D(z)

D(z0)
(10)

but this is of minor importance since the formalism is mainly intended for manual spot checks
of monitor units calculated by treatment planning systems. The major limitation is that, in
principle, complex treatments require separate measurements for each beam set-up.

4.4. Renormalizations

The basic difference between the reviewed formalisms is that different models with different
sets of elementary data, such as pencil kernels or tissue phantom ratios, generate dose
normalized to different entities. Renormalization of the calculated dose to a common
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calibration condition provides a link between different formalisms. As an example, in the
implementation of equation (5), the ratio90/M0 is not explicitly required since the formalism
may equally well be viewed as a simple renormalization:

D

M
(A; x, y, z) =

[
D(Acal; xcal, ycal, zcal)

M

]
Measured

×
[

d(A : x, y, z)

d(Acal; xcal, ycal, zcal)

1 +b(Acal)

1 +b(A)

]
Calculated

. (11)

Equation (9) already contains the measured dose value for the calibration field and the
renormalization is obvious.

5. Heterogeneity corrections and scatter dose calculation based on broad beam data

The classical approach for dose calculations to a heterogeneous geometry is to correct the
dose acquired for a similar but homogeneous geometry. More recent methods calculate the
dose directly by including effects from heterogeneities directly into the models. The situation
for modelling of volume scattering effects is similar; a number of methods estimate scatter
variations while newer models make calculations based on particle or energy transport directly.
Despite the use of full simulation models in modern treatment planning systems, simple
approaches are still needed and will most likely be further refined for independent checks
of the treatment planning results. There are numerous reviews on inhomogeneity correction
methods in the literature, often categorized according to their ability to regard anatomical
information (Purdy and Prasad 1983), their way of modelling primary and scattered photon
dose components (Wong and Purdy 1987), or the amount of CT density information they
use for 3D scattered photon dose calculations (Mohanet al 1981, Purdyet al 1987, Wong
and Purdy 1990, 1992, Bloch and Altschuler 1995). Here various methods for estimation of
heterogeneity corrections will be briefly summarized according to the dimensionality of the
density information these apply (Purdy 1992). A section on miscellaneous techniques for
scatter dose estimation is also included.

5.1. Corrections and scalings for heterogeneities

It is often practical to describe the influence of a tissue heterogeneity as a perturbation of the
dose to a homogeneous phantom exposed to an identical irradiation. Commonly, a correction
factor is defined from the dose (dose rate) ratio measured for the heterogeneous geometry
versus the homogenous, cf equation (9)[
D

M
(. . .)

]
Heterogeneous object

= CF(. . .)

[
D

M
(. . .)

]
Homogeneous water phantom

. (12)

Most methods to estimate the heterogeneity correction factor are based on a direct raytrace
from the primary source to the point of interest. More elaborate methods such as the ETAR
method also exist.

5.1.1. One-dimensional heterogeneity correction of broad beam dose.Methods that use
densities only along primary photon paths and hence approximate the patient as a stack of
semi-infinite slabs, different for each ray, are here classified as 1D. This type of correction is
also widely applied in 3D treatment planning systems where density information is commonly
derived from CT images. As the correction is rather independent of the methods used to arrive
at the dose for the homogeneous case, a broad variety, too numerous to be reviewed here, of
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combinations of methods have been used to calculate the dose. It must be emphasized that
even if all these combinations of methods generate a full 3D dose distribution they cannot be
considered a correction for heterogeneities in three dimensions.

5.1.1.1. Primary beam effective pathlength methods (EPL).The idea of EPL methods is to
scale the broad beam dose distribution by the factor that the primary energy fluence at the
depth of calculation has actually changed as compared with the homogeneous case. Assuming
water-like media, the density averaged depth at geometrical depthz is given by

z′ = 1

ρw

∫ z

0
ρ(z′′) dz′′ (13)

whereρw is the density for water and the ‘local’ densityρ(z′′) is (in most cases) estimated from
CT images. In applications,z′ either replaces the depth variable directly or is used to construct
a correction factor. The following four examples show, in order, the effective attenuation
method (whereµw is usually estimated from PDD data), the ratio of TAR, the effective SSD
method (Cunningham 1972, Purdy and Prasad 1983), and the isodose shift method (Greene
and Stewart 1965, Sundblom 1965), respectively:

CF(z) = e−µw(z
′−z)

= TAR(A, z′)/TAR(A, z)

= PDD(A, z′,SSD)

PDD(A, z,SSD)

(
SSD +z′

SSD +z

)2

= PDD(A, z− n(z− z′),SDD)

PDD(A, z,SDD)
(14)

wheren is an empirical constant. EPL methods model the primary dose variation satisfactorily,
except for situations of severe charge particle disequilibrium such as for higher beam energies
in the lung. However, the amount of scattered radiation reaching the calculation point depends
on both position of the inhomogeneity as well as on its size. Therefore, when calculating dose
far away from an inhomogeneity, EPL methods give results with acceptable errors but for a
complex heterogeneous medium and for dose calculations within or in the near vicinity of an
inhomogeneity, EPL methods yield large errors (Sontag and Cunningham 1977).

5.1.1.2. Power-law (Batho) method.This method was suggested by Batho (1964) as an
empiricalcorrection to account for both primary beam attenuation and scatter changes within
water and below a single slab of lung material with density relative to water of 0.35. Sontag
and Cunningham (1977) generalized the method to handle arbitrary densities and non-water-
like materials. Later, Webb and Fox (1980) and Cassellet al (1981) went further to allow for
multiple regions of slab-like materials. Finally, El-Khatib and Battista (1984) and Thomas
(1991) showed that the correction factor should be based on build-up depth-shifted TMRs
instead of the initially proposed TARs such that

CF(z) = (µen/ρ)N

(µen/ρ)w

N∏
m=1

(TMR(z− zm + zbu))
(µm−µm−1)/µw (15)

whereµm andµw are the linear attenuation coefficients of the material in layerm and water
respectively,(µen/ρ)N is the mass energy absorption coefficient of the material in layerN ,
zbu is the buildup depth andzm is the distance along the beam from the surface to the layerm

in the phantom. Wong and Henkelman (1982) have demonstrated the fundamental limitations
of the original and generalized Batho method through a theoretical analysis carried out on
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the calculation of primary and first scatter photon dose and supported their findings with
experimental verifications. According to these, the generalized power-law method provides
an acceptable approximation below a single inhomogeneous layer with an extent larger than
that of the field size and electron density less than that of tissue. In the extreme situation of a
large inhomogeneity with electron density greater than tissue and large field sizes, the method
has been proved to be inadequate with errors up to 10%. If the electron density (relative to
water) of the inhomogeneous layer is greater than unity, the power-law method overestimates
the dose. For the calculation of dose within an inhomogeneous layer, generalized corrections
perform well when the relative electron density of the inhomogeneity is less than unity, but
results become progressively worse for denser layers and larger field sizes. It is also clear
that the method is limited by the requirement of lateral charged particle equilibrium, i.e. small
fields of high-energy beams in lung may cause very large errors (El-Khatib and Battista 1984,
Thomas 1991).

5.1.1.3. Corrections based on 1D convolutions with exponentials.Several authors have
constructed heterogeneity corrections based on essentially the following statement: ‘particles
released from primary interactions in a (thin) slab deposit their energy proportional to
exponential attenuation functions of the radiological distance from that slab’. Convolving
the attenuated deposition with the sources of primary interactions Iwasaki (1985, 1990), Petti
et al(1987) and van de Geijn (1987) demonstrated results for a photon beam entering a phantom
of media layered across the beam direction. Lateral effects were commonly included by using
data dependent on field size, typically scaled from water data using O’Connor’s theorem. In
the work by van de Geijnet al , it was shown that their method is accurate within 1–2% for all
energies examined regardless of the field size. At 10 MV and higher energies the performance
on the central axis was considered quite acceptable with errors increasing with decreasing
field sizes. More recently, Ahnesjö et al (1992b) have derived a simple formula for correction
of dose due to scattered photons (equation (21) in their paper). Combined with an effective
pathlength scaling of the primary dose, their method proved to yield a total dose accuracy on
the 2–4% level except for situations of lateral charged particle disequilibrium (small fields of
high-energy beams in low-density regions) where larger errors occurred.

5.1.2. The equivalent tissue air ratio method (ETAR).The equivalent tissue air ratio
method (ETAR) (Sontag and Cunningham 1978a, b) was developed as a method to be directly
implemented on computers available at the time of its introduction. Despite its limitations,
ETAR was widely implemented in commercial treatment planning systems during the 1980s
and is still in use in many clinics. It can be considered as the first practical method
for computerized treatment planning using CT data. Using the density scaling theorem
(O’Connor 1957), the TAR in a field of radiusAr at depthz in a medium of densityρ relative
to water, is equal to TAR(ρAr; ρz); the tissue air ratio in a unit density medium for field size
ρAr and depthρz. The ETAR correction factor is formally defined as

CF= TAR(ρAr; ρz)/TAR(Ar; z) (16)

which is strictly valid only for homogeneous, non-unit-density water-like media. The
application to heterogeneous geometries is carried out by replacingρAr by ρ̃rAr andρz by
ρ̃zzwhereρ̃r andρ̃z are ‘effective’ densities, estimated by ‘practical’, approximate algorithms.
The method devised by Sontag and Cunningham (1978b) derivesρ̃z by averaging CT values
along primary photon ray paths (similar to the effective pathlength methods). Forρ̃r they
stated that there must exist a set of weights such that the mean density weighted over the entire
irradiated volume equals̃ρr . Such weights should consider the conditions of irradiation, the
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irradiated medium and the location of the calculation point, a procedure that in itself would
require extensive modelling. An approximate estimation of weighting factors was proposed
in the appendix of the original paper (Sontag and Cunningham 1978b): all CT slices were
‘coalesced’ to form an effective slice at the plane of calculation; thus reducing the 3D volume
summation to a 2D summation since the primarily goal at the time was to calculate dose to
a single slice. The approximation is not easily interpretable for error estimates. In any case,
the ETAR method represented a major improvement over the state of the art at the time of its
introduction and pioneered the use of CT distributions in treatment planning.

Due to its widespread implementations several workers have attempted to improve the
performance of ETAR in various aspects. Wooet al (1990) aimed to improve modelling of
different dose categories by using data from Monte Carlo simulations and pointed out analogies
of their extended concept with the kernel methods. Redpath and Thwaites (1991) generalized
the original concepts to account for beam modulation and derive 3D dose distributions. Yu and
Wong (1993) recasted the basic formulations and applied the convolution theorem to design a
calculation approach orders of magnitude faster than the original ETAR.

5.2. Scatter dose estimation

Calculation of the scatter dose as a function of field size and shape is a long-standing issue in
photon beam calculations. Two common approaches are reviewed here, one that circumvents
explicit integrations by using data measured for simple square or circular fields of ‘equivalent’
sizes, and one that employs parametrized scatter dose representations to facilitate integrations
over the field shape.

5.2.1. Equivalent field sizes.The simplest way to estimate the total dose at a point in a
homogeneously irradiated phantom from a beam with non-standard (rectangular or irregular)
shape is to use measured data for an ‘equivalent field’, i.e. a square or circular field of such size
that gives the same scatter dose as the non-standard field (Johnset al 1949, Day 1950, 1978).
Based on a linearization of the scatter contribution, Bjärngard and Siddon (1982) proved that
the radius of an equivalent circular field for a square field with sides is given by

r = 2s ln(1 +
√

2)/π = 0.5611s (17)

which explained the earlier work of Day (1972, 1978) who semiempirically used this relation
and derived tables of equivalent fields (independent of energy and depth) that are still
successfully used (BJR 1996). Investigations using measured data (Tatcher and Bjärngard
1993) and Monte Carlo calculated pencil beam kernels (Ahnesjö et al 1992b) have further
confirmed the work by Bj̈arngard and Siddon and supported the use of the method as a
convenient estimate of depth dose distributions in simple geometries. In an analogous manner,
the equivalent square s of a rectangular field of dimensionsL×W is derived from

s = 2LW

L +W
Y(L/W) (18)

whereY is defined as the elongation factor. Values ofY are tabulated by Bjärngard and Siddon
(1982). Equation (18) without the elongation correction factor has been known as the area-
to-perimeter ratio (4A/P method) and was first used empirically by Sterlinget al (1964) and
later examined by others (Patomaki 1968, Worthley 1966, Wrede 1972). Essentially, the 4A/P
method equates the central axis dose of any field with that of a circular field of the same area,
which can lead to serious errors (Day and Aird 1996).
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5.2.2. Scatter dose representation and integration techniques.The representation of
scatter dose and related integration techniques has been addressed by many authors. Such
scatter functions can be derived from measured data, analytical calculations or Monte Carlo
calculations. The most well known scatter representation is scatter air ratios (SAR) and
differential scatter air ratios (dSAR) as defined by Cunningham (1972) (cf section 2.4). Recent
work by Sontag and Ray (1995) introduces the calculation of dSAR (from measured data
and analytically) that correspond to different orders of photon scattering. An alternative
representation of scatter dose is given using scatter phantom ratios and in particular scatter
primary ratios (SPR). Bjärngard and Petti (1988) and later Bjärngard and Vadash (1995) have
showed semiempirically that SPR at depthz on the central axis (excluding the buildup region)
of homogeneous fields with square sides could be approximated by

SPR= asz

ws + z
(19)

wherea andw are estimated from a limited set of measurements. Furthermore, Bjärngard and
Vadash (1995) showed thata is related to the probability that scattered photons are produced,
andw to their directional distribution. Storchi and van Gasteren (1996) and Sätherberget al
(1996) have also developed parametrizations, as functions of beam quality index, for the scatter
to primary dose ratios at 10 cm depth in water phantoms. The parametric representations
of scatter data, combined with equivalent field size approaches have proven to be of great
value for quality control of both measured data and monitor unit calculations from treatment
planning systems (Bjärngardet al 1997). Furthermore, pencil kernel data can be derived
from radial differentiation of scatter functions thus forming a bridge between traditional
empirical methods and modern Monte Carlo methods for kernel determination (Ceberget al
1996).

Dose for general field shapes can be derived through integration over the field aperture of
appropriately differentiated scatter data or representations such as equation (19) (cf section 7.3
on pencil kernel methods). An early integration method that has been widely applied is
the approximate summation technique according to Clarkson (1941) and implemented into a
widespread computer program by Cunninghamet al (1972). Here the field around the point
of calculation is separated into a number of angular segments and the scatter contribution
from each segment is estimated by use of measured data. The Clarkson method works well
for simple field shapes but runs into methodological problems for complicated field shapes.
Siddonet al (1985) developed a far more general method based on triangular decomposition
of the surface integral. This method works for any field shape that can be described by a set of
closed polygons (where blocks are described by polygons of opposite direction) and can also
utlilize parametrizations such as equation (19).

6. Implicit modelling of scattered particle transport

Implicit modelling of particle transport through scaling operations is less computationally
intense than a full, explicit modelling of particle interaction and transport. Hence, implicit
modelling methods have been extensively studied as illustrated in the following with three
different approaches, namely the differential scatter air ratio, the delta volume method and the
kernel based methods. The first two approaches have never been widely applied but deserve
attention since they highlight some aspects common to the modern kernel based models. Kernel
based methods, finally, are treated separately in section 7.
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6.1. The differential scatter air ratio model (DSAR)

The first method to address the 3D problem of dose to heterogeneous phantoms by scaling first-
and higher-order scatter as first scatter was the differential scatter air ratio method as proposed
by Beaudoin (1968). Cunningham (1972) later published how scatter air ratios (SAR) can be
derived from tissue air ratios (TAR), and further how the former can be differentiated to give
differential scatter air ratios (dSAR). These describe contributions to dose at a point in water
from photons scattered in surrounding volume elements as a function of the distance to that
point. Scatter dose contributions(dSAR/dV )medium at pointr in an inhomogeneous medium
from a volume element atr′ are expressed in the DSAR method as(

dSAR

dV

)
medium

=
(

dSAR

dV

)
water

ρe(r
′)f1(r

′)f2(r, r
′) (20)

whereρe(r′) is the electron density relative to water at the scattering site,f1 is a factor
describing the attenuation of the beam relative to water between source and volume element
1V andf2 is a factor describing the attenuation of secondary photon fluence relative to water
along the path between1V and the dose calculation point. Factorsf1 andf2 can be derived
from the Klein–Nishina cross sections and the relative electron density at the dose calculation
point and along the assumed rectilinear path of scatter transport respectively. The approach is
differentiated enough to model beam modifiers and irregular fields and an accuracy of±2% in
simple heterogeneous geometries has been reported (Cunningham and Beaudoin 1973, Larson
and Prasad 1978).

Although DSAR methods employ 3D scatter ray-trace procedures and measured SAR
to represent the overall scattering strength of a voxel, it has been shown to be inaccurate
when modelling the irradiation of a heterogeneous phantom with large field sizes and at low
energies (Sontag 1979). This has been interpreted as that a first scatter ray-trace model is
incompatible with the use of SAR data which implicitly contain contributions from multiply
scattered photons (Cunningham 1972). The original DSAR model has been examined only for
60Co beam. Implementation at higher energies would suffer from the lack of electron transport
modelling due to difficulties in representing primary and scattered photon contributions from
measured (extrapolated) zero area TAR and SAR respectively. Redpath (1995) described a
simplified implementation of the DSAR philosophy where electron transport is ignored and
scatter dose is calculated in an approximate manner by assigning factorf2 of equation (20) equal
to the relative electron density at the point of interaction (similarly to simplified FFT kernel
based convolution methods; cf section 7.2.2.2). Another limitation of the DSAR method is
that backscatter is not modelled due to the difficulty in deriving explicit backscatter differential
scatter air ratios from TAR (Wong and Purdy 1990).

6.2. The delta volume model

Although some earlier work might have been labelled as the delta volume method due
to the use of differential SAR from small volume elements, it is the work by Wong
and Henkelman which is generally recognized as the delta volume method (Wong and
Henkelman 1983, Wonget al 1984). Dose at a point in a heterogeneous medium is
calculated as a sum of the primary dose, an augmented first-scatter dose component and an
approximate residual multiple- scatter component. Relative primary dose is obtained similarly
to the DSAR method from the knowledge of the primary intensity in air and the density
along the path of the primary photons. The augmented first-scatter component includes
the part of the second-order scatter that was considered to be effectively transported as
first scatter (scattering angles less than 45◦). Both these components were pre-calculated
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as a kernel using cross-sectional data and scaled to actual geometries by explicit ray
tracing. The residual multiple-scatter dose component is modelled in a way that resembles
ETAR scaling of SAR with density. In this term, empirical data representing the dose
perturbation from introduction of a small void in an otherwise homogeneous water phantom
are used.

The physics behind the scatter modelling in the delta volume method has been well
examined and justified for60Co beams through investigations of the scatter dose properties
(Wong et al 1981a, b). The method succeeds in satisfying the two constraints identified by
Wong and Henkelman (to correctly calculate the dose to (a) water with a small void and
(b) homogeneous non-water medium), it approximately calculates the multiple-scatter dose
component, and since it is using augmented scatter values and multiple-scatter perturbation
values from each scattering element it directly accounts for backscatter. The computational
burden, absence of electron transport modelling, reliance on experimentally cumbersome data
and lack of development for higher beam energies have made the method of less interest for
implementation into commercial treatment planning systems.

7. Kernel based models (convolution/superposition)

Kernel based convolution/superposition models are a family of models with roots in the imaging
world. Analogous to image formation, the dose deposition is viewed as a superposition of
appropriately weighted responses (kernels) to point irradiations. Under conditions where
the kernels are spatially invariant, the superpositions can be efficiently evaluated by means
of convolutions. The kernels, representing the energy transport and dose deposition of
secondary particles stemming from a point irradiation, are not usually accessible through
measurements but are very simple to calculate by use of Monte Carlo particle transport codes.
The earliest record of point kernels in dosimetry known to the authors is by Loevinger (1950,
1956). The buildup region from a betatron photon beam depth dose was explained by a one-
dimensional forward scatter function approach by Johnset al (1949). Later Roesch (1958)
introduced kerma (which he called ‘kerm’) and defined an ‘influence function’ that distributes
the kerma energy at a point into absorbed dose at surrounding points. Dutreixet al (1965)
used buildup curves for various narrow circular fields to determine the approximate shape
of the Roesch influence function. Brahme (1977) used an equivalent concept to calculate
restricted mass energy absorption coefficients for use in dosimetry. Dean (1980) used point
kernels for 1.25 MeV gamma rays together with experimental data from LiF thermoluminescent
dosimeters, for the calculation of the relative amount of scatter dose. Schoknecht (1971) and
Ulmer (1982) used pencil kernels in a convolution process to demonstrate calculations of dose
distributions.

The potential for kernel based models in treatment planning did not attract much interest
until 1984 when the concept was brought forward by several independent investigators
(Ahnesj̈o 1984, Boyer and Mok 1984, Chui and Mohan1984, Mackie and Scrimger 1984)
and later worked out in more detail (Boyer and Mok 1985, Mackieet al 1985, Mohanet al
1986, Ahnesj̈o et al 1987). Although the formulation of the method in its basic form is
simple and appealing, the demands on computer time combined with the need for modelling
of various second-order beam characteristic effects have delayed its clinical implementation
until recently. Kernel models can explicitly handle the degree of freedom posed by modern
treatment machines without any major approximations and it is therefore generally anticipated
that they will be the workhorse for conformal therapy applications (Webb 1993). In the
following sections we shall review the kernel superposition approach more in detail.
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Figure 6. Irradiation geometries for point kernels (left), pencil kernels (centre) and planar kernels
(right). Isodose curves are shown as full curves.

7.1. Energy deposition kernels

Photons can travel large distances unaffected and the energy and direction of a primary
photon is therefore independent of where it interacts. The energy deposition by secondary
particles around a primary photon interaction site is, in homogeneous media, independent of
the location of the site and can be described by a kernel. Energy deposition kernels (EDK)
are defined as the distribution of energy imparted to volume elements (per unit volume)
in a medium, commonly water, due to an elemental photon beam incident at the origin
of coordinates of the kernel. Energy deposition kernels are categorized according to the
geometry of the elemental beam that delivers the incident energy. Essentially three different
kernel geometries have been defined (see figure 6). The kernel describing the pattern of
energy deposited in an infinite medium around a primary photon interaction site is known as
a point kernel(called dose spread array by Mackieet al (1985), differential pencil beam by
Mohan et al (1986) and point spread function by Ahnesjö et al (1987)). A pencil kernel
describes the energy deposition in a semi-infinite medium from a point monodirectional
beam and aplanar kerneldescribes the forward and backward energy spread from primary
interactions located in a plane, laterally oriented in an infinite broad beam. Sometimes
also a fourth type, arotatedkernel, describing the deposition of energy due to convergent
irradiation of a rotationally symmetrical phantom, has been used for inverse calculations (see
section 10.1).

There are several possibilities for normalization of kernels, dependent on the formulation
of the dose equation they will be part of. The common approach is to normalize to the radiant
energy to be distributed by the kernel, i.e.

h(r) = dε

R dV
⇒
∫∫∫
∞

h(r) dV ≡ 1 (21)

where dε is the mean energy imparted in the volume element dV due to the interactions the
radiant energyR undergoes before it is deposited as dose. Alternative approaches have been
used by Boyer (1988) who normalized the kernel towards the fluence of the primary particles,
and by Mohanet al (1986) who normalized the kernel to the number of interacting primary
particles. Kernels are often separated into different dose categories according to the scattering
history of the depositing particle (cf figure 1). Separating a point kernel into two parts, one for
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the primary dose (hp), and one for the phantom scatter dose (hs), the kernel integral is closely
related to the energy absorption coefficients as pointed out by Mackieet al (1988) and Boyer
(1988). Using the normalization in equation (21), it follows that∫∫∫

∞
hp(r) dV = µen

µ

∫∫∫
∞

hs(r) dV = µ− µen

µ
(22)

whereµen is the linear energy absorption coefficient andµ the linear attenuation coefficient.
This comprises a useful check for verifying the generation of primary and scatter kernels and
is also of importance for constructing corrections for beam quality variations.

The complexity of coupled electron/positron–photon transport limits the possibilities for
analytical methods for calculating kernels. The standard method for calculation of kernels is
therefore direct Monte Carlo simulations of the particle transport (Ahnesjö et al1987, Mackie
et al 1988, Mohanet al 1986). This is straightforward, although somewhat demanding on
CPU time. Analyticalmodellingof the primary dose kernel has been done by Wanget al
(1995) using Gaussian multiple scatter theory. In photon transport, the first scatter kerma
kernel is particularly simple to derive and has been utilized in convolution schemes proposed
by Boyer and Mok (1985) and by Nilsson and Knöös (1992). Both groups also devised
approximate methods for derivation of the residual, multiple scatter kernels. Boyer and
Mok modelled the kernel for multiple scattered photons assuming that they are isotropically
distributed around a first scatter interaction site. Nilsson and Knöös also proceeded from
the first scatter kernel and used a buildup factor to model the multiple scatter contribution.
Analyticalfitting to simplify the use of kernels has been done for point kernels (Ahnesjö 1989,
Ahnesj̈o and Mackie 1987) and for pencil kernels by Ahnesjö et al (1992b). The approach
used by Ahnesjö for polyenergetic point kernels was to model the kernel as mediated by
rectilinearly transported particles with exponential attenuation and inverse square divergence
according to

h(r) = Aθe−aθ +Bθe−bθ

r2
(23)

whereAθ , aθ , Bθ andbθ are fitting parameters depending on the scattering angleθ . The
separation of primary and scatter was such that the first term mainly describes the primary and
the second term the scatter dose fraction.

Energy deposition distributions must, when calculated by Monte Carlo, be scored in finite
voxels. The larger the voxels the better the statistical accuracy and therefore all workers have
utilized the rotational symmetry of spherical or cylindrical binning to increase the scoring
volume of distant voxels. Applications of kernels are facilitated through binning these in
a problem-specific coordinate system. For example, Fourier transform convolution requires
a Cartesian binning, pencil kernels are most natural to use in cylindrical coordinates, and
radial scaling of point kernels for heterogeneities is best carried out using the radial bins of a
spherical coordinate system. Scaling and change of the coordinate system requires rebinning or
interpolation between kernel values scored in neighbouring bins. In low-gradient regions this
is trivial, but care must be taken close to the primary interaction site since there is a singularity
at the origin, cf the denominator of equation (23). Although the point kernel value is infinite
at the origin, integrals over finite volumes are always finite. The physical interpretation of the
singularity is best understood in terms of particle track density of primary released electrons.
Since they all stem from one point, the track density becomes infinite and so does the dose,
given constant ionization per track length. Also, photon pencil kernels are singular along
the symmetry axis since the track density becomes infinite with all primary electron tracks
originating from the axis. Special methods for kernel rebinning based on an energy conservative
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volume overlap technique have been proposed by Eklöf et al (1990). For Cartesian- cylindrical
conversions, Ratheeet al(1993) used interpolating functions renormalized within each original
bin to improve the rebinned result.

Direct experimental validation of point kernels is not possible because one cannot force
photon interactions to take place at a single location in an extended absorber. However,
the reciprocity principle can be applied to design experiments as carried out by O’Connor
and Malone (1989). Recently, pencil beam dose kernels were determined for 6 and 25 MV
x-rays by fitting analytical models to quantities derived from broad beam data (Ceberget al
1996). Iwasaki derivedforward and backward spread functionsfrom measured data in
water to calculate primary and scatter dose separately (Iwasaki 1985, Iwasaki and Ishito
1984).

Energy deposition kernels are invaluable tools for understanding qualitative aspects of
dose distributions. At low energies (< 1 MeV), the electron range is very much shorter than
the photon mean free path. A considerable portion of the primary photon energy is also
further transported to yield scatter dose as shown in figure 7. At very high energies such as
50 MeV the electron track lengths are of the same order as the photon mean free paths and
only a minor part of the primary photon energy is transferred to scatter dose as illustrated in
figure 7.

7.2. Point kernel models

The calculation of dose from point kernels can be described as a two-step procedure as sketched
in figure 8. In the first step the energy released in the patient through attenuation of the primary
photons is calculated by ray-tracing primary photon trajectories, including beam modulators,
etc. The raytrace is normally performed in a Cartesian matrix (cf Siddon 1985) with interaction
data mapped from CT scans to represent the patient. In the second step, dose is calculated by
superposition of appropriately weighted kernels. Following the common kernel normalizations
in equation (21), the dose equation for monoenergetic irradiation of a homogeneous phantom
with a parallel beam follows as

D(r) =
∫∫∫
V

T (s)h(r − s) d3s (24)

whereT (s) is theterma(totalenergyreleased permass (Ahnesj̈oet al1987)) from the primary
photon energy fluence9(s) in the volume element d3s. The integration variables in equation
(24) is terma oriented and the purpose of the kernel is to weight the energy transfer from all
irradiateds to r.

Through variable substitution, equation (24) is equivalent to

D(r) =
∫∫∫
V

T (r − s)h(s) d3s (25)

in which the integration variables is kernel oriented and the kernel weights the energy transfer
from all r − s to s. The reciprocity between photon interaction and dose deposition sites has
been discussed by Hobanet al(1994), cf section 2.3. When equations (24) or (25) are computer
coded as discrete summations to yield dose distributions as a function ofr, one has to loop
over the locations of boths andr. Choosing the loops over ther locations to be outermost
yields dose values point by point. If instead the outermost loops are chosen to be over thes
locations the dose distribution is gradually built up and no point dose values are ready until
the full distribution is ready. Mackieet al (1985) labelled these different loop orders after
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Figure 7. Point kernels in isolevel format (left) and depth doses and profiles (right) for a 10×10 cm2

field at infinite SSD. The grey area of the 50 MeV point kernel shows the lateral extension of the
primary dose. The corresponding area at 0.5 MeV is so small that it is not resolved (from Ahnesjö
1992).

the outermost loops as the ‘dose deposition point of view’ and the ‘interaction point of view’
respectively.

The dose equation (24) is exactly valid for an arbitrary distribution of the fluence of
monoenergetic photons incident in a parallel beam on an infinite medium—a highly idealized
situation. We will in the following sections discuss the adaptation of point kernel methods to
more general conditions.

7.2.1. Basic generalizations and approximations.As reviewed by Battista and Sharpe (1992),
the considerations that impose approximations to point kernel superposition models are (a) the
spectral and geometrical properties of clinical x-ray sources, (b) the heterogeneous medium
of finite extent (a patient!) and (c) the time constraints imposed by interactive treatment
planning.
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Figure 8. The initial step (left) of point kernel models is to ray trace the incident beam for calculation
of the energy transferred to secondary particles, i.e. the terma. In a subsequent step the energy of
the secondary particles are transported and deposited as dose (right). Due to the energy transport by
secondary particles, dose patterns are always smoother than the corresponding patterns of primary
beam energy release.

7.2.1.1. Generalization for primary beam spectral variations.Polyenergetic beam sources
(cf section 9.1.1) can be considered by generalizing equation (24) to

D(r) =
∫
E

∫∫∫
V

TE(s)h(E, r − s) d3s dE (26)

where the energy dependency is included by using an energy-dependent kernel and terma
differential in energy. Here, the terma differential in energy is given by

TE(r) = µ

ρ
(E, r)9E(r) (27)

whereµ/ρ(E, r) is the mass attenuation coefficient of the primary photons of energyE

and 9E(r) the energy fluence, differential in energy, of primary photons atr. Terma
calculation and subsequent superposition over an energy dimension require repeated spatial
integrations (see equation (26)) and is computationally expensive. Representing the energy
spectrum with a single (mean) energy does not result in accurate depth dose values. Boyer
et al (1989) found that five energy bins were enough to represent the spectrum for a
6 MV Siemens machine. Five bins were also used by Zhu and Van Dyk (1995) who
investigated the sensitivity in depth dose from variations in each spectral bin. Hence, a
straightforward discrete implementation of equation (26) requires that the spatial convolution
must be repeated at least five times with considerable timing drawbacks. The spectrum
variations to consider are (a) ‘depth hardening’ of the primary beam due to filtration in
the irradiated object and (b) ‘off-axis softening’, i.e. lateral variation of the spectrum due
to decreasing beam hardening in the flattening filter with off-axis distance, cf Lee (1997).
Several approaches have been proposed to circumvent the need for explicit calculations for
each energy interval.

For depth hardening, Metcalfeet al (1989, 1990) concluded that terma is the major factor
in determining the shape of the calculated dose distribution. Therefore, in polyenergetic beams,
it is important to include spectral influence on the terma distribution. Papanikolaouet al(1993)
carried out a full calculation for polyenergetic terma and showed that a polyenergetic kernel
should be averaged using terma-weighted contributions for the spectral bins. Beam hardening
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effects on the polyenergetic kernel were accounted for by applying a precalculated depth-
dependent correction factor derived from the ratio of depth dose curves obtained from a
full calculation (equation (26)) and the single polyenergetic kernel superposition. Liuet al
(1997c) replaced the correction factor by use of a kernel, interpolated for each depth from
polyenergetic terma-weighted kernels pre-calculated for the surface and two more depths.
However, attenuation coefficients, and consequently also terma distributions and kernels (in
the normalization according to equations (21) and (22)), are only weakly dependent on energy
(Ahnesj̈o 1987, Ahnesj̈o et al1987). Hence, Hobanet al (1994) and Hoban (1995) proved that
the separation of the energy diffusion process into a primary dose convolution and a scatter
dose convolution, suggested by Ahnesjö (1991), yields very accurate results. In essence, they
made the following approximation

D(r) =
∫
E

∫∫∫
V

TE(s)h(E, r − s) d3s dE

≈
∫∫∫
V

P (s)h̃p(r − s) d3s +
∫∫∫
V

S(s)h̃s(r − s) d3s (28)

where the released energy distributions for primary,P (i.e. the collision kerma), and scatter,
S, are given by

P(r) =
∫
TE(r)

µen

µ
(E) dE (29)

S(r) =
∫
TE(r)

(
1− µen

µ
(E)

)
dE (30)

with the corresponding kernels (cf equation (22)) weighted by the terma at a certain depthz0

and renormalized through

h̃p(r) =
∫
9E(z0)µ(E)hp(E, r) dE∫
9E(z0)µen(E) dE

(31)

h̃s(r) =
∫
9E(z0)µ(E)hs(E, r) dE∫

9E(z0)(µ(E)− µen(E)) dE
(32)

to yield unity integrals over infinite space. The separation enables the study of primary and
scatter dose separately and also provides the means for straightforward implementation of
off-axis softening corrections (Saxner and Ahnesjö 1998). The kernel definition depthz0 used
by Hobanet al was set to the phantom surface, but an arbitrary depth such as 10 cm can be
used with insignificant difference in calculated dose. Hoban (1995) also showed that beam
hardening translates to an (almost linear) increase of the mean primary photon energy with
depth and the consequence of this is shown to be a linear increase of the ratio of collision
kerma to terma with depth. Terma calculation time can be a significant part of the overall dose
calculation time (Reckwerdt and Mackie 1992) and the linearity can be exploited to simplify
calculations of theP andS distributions respectively.

7.2.1.2. Beam divergence.For divergent beams, there is an inverse square factor reduction
of the primary photon fluence with depth, a linear increase of each field dimension with
depth and a rotation, ‘tilting’, of the kernels (see figure 9). Papanikolaouet al (1993)
investigated the approximation of applying the inverse square correction outside of the
inner summation loop to increase computation speed, i.e. the inverse square correction is
applied at the dose deposition site instead of the primary interaction site. It was found
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Figure 9. Kernels should ideally be ‘tilted’ by an angleν versus the beam axis to align with the
primary photon direction at the interaction site.

that approximation compensates for not aligning kernels to the fan-like geometry of the
beam. Many implementations neglect the effect of kernel tilting and a study on the validity
of parallel kernel approximation was carried out by Sharpe and Battista (1993). They
found that in combinations of extreme cases such as small SSD, large field size and high
energy, errors above 3% are likely to be observed. Locally in penumbras larger errors
are generated as artefacts. Nevertheless, they concluded that using parallel kernels was
an acceptable approximation for most clinical situations. Liuet al (1997c) made detailed
comparisons of different approaches to kernel tilting and pointed out that the computation
of the tilt angleν is most efficiently calculated in the ‘dose deposition point of view’ since
a complete coordinate transform between the kernel system and the beam system can be
avoided.

7.2.1.3. Tissue heterogeneity density scaling and finite patient extent.The transfer of energy
by first scatter photons depends on the constitution of the medium between the primary photon
interaction site and the dose deposition point. The deposition of energy mediated by multiply
scattered particles depends on the medium located elsewhere, but it depends more on the
medium close to the initial direction then on media far off, since the scattering cross sections
are largest in the forward direction. This justifies the common approach of scaling all dose
fractions of a point kernelhρ0, calculated for a homogeneous medium of mass densityρ0, by
the mean electron density between the points of energy release and the pointr of energy
deposition, i.e.

hhet(s, r) = ρ(r)

ρ0
c2hρ0[c(r − s)] (33)

where

c = c(s, r) =
∫ 1

0
ρrel[s− `(s− r)] d` (34)

in which ρrel is the relative number of electrons per volume as compared with the reference
medium. The convolution integral in equation (24) is then replaced by the superposition
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Figure 10. Left: Comparison of density scaled point kernels in homogeneous media with kernels
generated directly with Monte Carlo. Data are presented along radial lines out from the interaction
centre and multiplied by the radius squared. (From Mohanet al (1986), with permission.) Right:
Comparison in isolevel format of a density scaled point kernel (dotted) and a Monte Carlo kernel
(full) in a heterogeneous geometry with an air ring. The largest deviation was found to be at point A.
(From Woo and Cunningham (1990), with permission.)

integral

D(r) =
∫∫∫
V

T (s)
ρ(s)

ρ0
c2hρ0[c(r − s)] d3s. (35)

This scaling has been evaluated by Mohanet al (1986) (see figure 10) and is consistent with
the theorems of O’Connor and Fano. The density scaling is used to avoid the tedious task of
calculating an ‘exact’ kernel for every situation. The problem has also been investigated by Woo
and Cunningham (1990) who compared Monte Carlo kernels for a sample of inhomogeneous
geometries with density scaledwater kernels. They concluded that although the deviations
between the kernels could locally be substantial, as shown in figure 10, the overall effect on
dose was less severe due to averaging from surrounding kernels. Density scaling of a discrete
kernel is numerically the same type of problem as the rebinning of a homogeneous kernel into
bins of sizes as scaled according to the inhomogeneities. This requires special care in high-
gradient regions, cf discussion on rebinning in section 7.1. The effect of high kernel gradients
is probably the main reason for differences in results from apparently equivalent methods of
kernels as reported by Wong and Purdy (1990).

For the primary dose kernels, two groups have worked towards improving the density
scaling procedures by employing the Fermi–Eyges electron scattering theory. Keall and Hoban
(1995) extended the rectilinear density scaling method by multiplyingc in equation (36) with
a factor based on the Fermi–Eyges calculated lateral planar fluence distribution. Although this
extra scaling was implemented in the direction of the beam axis only, the results improved
as shown in figure 11, but with an increase in calculation time by a factor of 3. Yuet al
(1995) proposed to transport the electrons separately, by an electron pencil beam model in
which the medium is approximated as layered along the transport direction. This was also
shown to model well the effect on dose due to the presence of materials with different atomic
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Figure 11. Depth dose curves for a 5×5 cm2 beam (left) and a 10×10 cm2 beam (right), for 18 MV
in a water–lung–water phantom. Results of Monte Carlo (full curves), rectilinear density scaling of
point kernels (dotted curves), and electron fluence scaling based on Fermi–Eyges theory (dashed
curves) are shown. (From Keall and Hoban (1995), with permission.) The error from density
scaling of the primary dose vanishes when the electrons contributing dose to a point originate
within the same density regions.

numbers. Sauer (1994, 1995) suggested a method that considered the difference in stopping
power and range between water and a high atomic number (Z) material, where the energy
deposited in the high-Z material is calculated by rectilinear path scaling using the mean
mass stopping power ratio of the high-Z material to water and by multiplying the energy
deposition value with the mass stopping power ratio at the site. In addition, to account for
the increased lateral diffusion of electrons in the high-Z material, the energy deposited was
adjusted by averaging with energy deposited at adjacent angular positions. Recently, Keall
and Hoban (1996a) proposed a method where they circumvented the kernel scaling problem
by explicitly transporting electrons using pre-generated Monte Carlo electron track data. This
required prolonged calculation times, a factor of 30 as compared with a straightforward kernel
superposition.

The dose deposited through multiply scattered photons was considered by Boyer and Mok
(1985) to be rather diffused and they employed a diffusion theory for modelling dose from
these photons. Similarly, Mackieet al (1985) chose, according to the average density, an
appropriate scatter kernel from a database of kernels generated in water-like media of different
densities. Kernel representation of the dose from multiply scattered photons is also affected
by the common approximation of using a very large, or infinite, phantom while generating the
kernel. This will result in an overestimation of the dose near media boundaries, such as in cases
of tangential irradiation, due to photons considered to be backscattered through the surfaces
facing empty space as if it was water everywhere. Superposition calculations for a 4 MV beam
in a ‘half phantom’ geometry (without surface curvature) have demonstrated errors of several
per cent within the first 3 cm from the phantom edges (Aspradakis 1996). At higher energies,
however, the kernel distributions are more forward directed and dose due to multiply scattered
photons is less and the error decreases. A detailed investigation on photon beam exit dose was
carried out for60Co and 24 MV beams by Woo (1994). He confirmed the findings of Mohan
et al (1986), namely that a convolution calculation using an invariant kernel underestimates
the dose drop at the beam exit surface due to a reduction of backscatter not being accounted
for.
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7.2.2. Calculation algorithms. Despite the continuous rapid development of computers with
ever- increasing computational speed, straightforward application of kernel superposition is
still time consuming enough to impede its full implementation into clinical routine. Several
projects have demonstrated speed improvement by use of specialized hardware (cf Murray
et al 1991, McGary and Boyer 1997). Although photon transport has an inherent parallelism,
the increasing system complexity and lack of standardization has so far limited the use of
specialized parallel architectures in commercial treatment planning systems. Hence, there
has been an intense search for effective algorithms to speed up calculations, especially since
the demand for dose computations in treatment planning is foreseen to increase from a more
widespread use of iterative optimization methods.

7.2.2.1. Direct summation. Several methods can be used for direct summation of density
scaled kernels in dose calculations. Straightforward discrete implementation of equation (24)
in a homogeneous medium requiresN6 multiplications and summations to calculate the result
to N3points. The inclusion of kernel scaling as in equation (35) will further increase the
number of operations toN7. Direct summation is therefore very time consuming, and several
techniques and approximations have been explored in order to increase the calculation speed.
These include the use of Fourier transforms, the collapsed cone approximation and correction
factor interpolation.

7.2.2.2. Fast transform techniques.The use of fast transform convolution techniques, such
as the fast Fourier transform (FFT), to carry out the discrete convolution (Ahnesjö 1984, Boyer
and Mok 1984, 1985, Murrayet al1989) scales the number of operations for the homogeneous
case essentially with the 3D Fourier transform requiring 3N2 1D transforms each ofN log2N

operations, i.e. the approach scales asN3 log2N instead of the direct summation proportionality
N6. Transform based fast convolutions require a spatially invariant kernel and several attempts
have been made to circumvent the invariance requirement. Boyer and Mok (1986) proposed a
method that scaled the scatter dose kernel by the density at the scatter site only. This method
has been tested (Wong and Purdy 1990, Zhu and Boyer 1990) and found to yield encouraging
results in a number of situations. The method has been improved (Ahnesjö 1987, Wonget al
1996) to include the densities at both the scattering and the receiving sites for scaling of the
scatter kernel. However, all these methods fail to scale the primary dose due to high kernel
gradients. The problem of lateral electron transport in FFT convolution has been studied
further by Wonget al (1997) who presented an improvement on the calculation of primary
dose along the central axis in cases of electronic disequilibrium and in the penumbra region
by scaling field sizes at each depth with local effective densities. These are computed, in a
manner resembling that used in the ETAR model, by convolving the density at the interaction
site with the primary kernel for water.

7.2.2.3. Collapsed cone convolution.The collapsed cone method proposed by Ahnesjö
(1989) applies an angular discretization of the kernel which, together with the parametrization
in equation (23), enables an efficient approach for energy transport and deposition. Angular
discretization of a parametrized point kernel yields, for each discrete angular sector (cone)�i ,
the energy deposition per radial distance as∫∫

�i

hρ0

ρ
(r,�)r2 d2� = A�ie−a�i r +B�ie

−b�i r . (36)
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Figure 12. Left: A consequence of the collapsed cone approximation to transport the energy along
a discrete axis is that the energy that should have been deposited in voxel B′, from interactions at
the vertex of the lower cone, is deposited in voxel B and vice versa. This displacement grows with
distance; however, the first scatter fraction decreases with increasing distance, making the approach
acceptable as the total energy deposited is conserved. Most energy is deposited close to where it is
released, making displacement errors less important since it takes place mainly within voxels, as
shown by the voxels A and A′. (From Ahnesj̈o 1989.) Right: Example of a simple lattice of cone
axes made to cover the 3× 3× 3 calculation voxels with the 26 discrete cone directions used in
this case. (From Ahnesjö 1991.) In this example all transport lines intersect at each voxel centre
but this is not required (Reckwerdt and Mackie 1992) as long as each voxel is intersected by each
direction.

Notice that the inverse square of the radius cancels due to the increasing cross section of
the cone�i with increasing radius. When the angular discretized kernel is convolved with
the terma distribution, all energy released into the cone direction�i from volume elements
on the cone axis is approximated to be rectilinearly transported, attenuated and deposited in
volume elements on that axis, i.e. the cones arecollapsedonto their axes (see figure 12). A
lattice of transport lines, representing cone axes, is constructed to cover the irradiated volume
such that each direction intersects every calculation voxel. This requires a parallel subset of
lines for each discrete direction of the ‘collapsed’ kernel, which can be arranged in several
ways (Ahnesj̈o 1989, 1991, 1997, Reckwerdt and Mackie 1992) (see figure 12 for a simple
example). Due to the exponential description of the kernel, the energy transport along a line
can be expressed analytically resulting in recursive formulae that only need to be evaluated
once for each voxel on that line. Kernel scaling for the heterogeneities is performed during
the recursion, both for the primary and scatter dose kernels (i.e. both terms in equations (23)
and (36)). The recursions pass each voxel at least once per direction. When each point is
calculated individually, the number of operations will be proportional toMN4, whereM
is the number of conical sectors (angular bins). If instead the dose is calculated in one
sequence for a bulk ofN3 points the total number of operations needed in heterogeneous
media is proportional toMN3. In a similar method Reckwerdt and Mackie (1992) bypassed
the exponential parametrization by using the result of an initial ray-trace along each transport
line to look-up the radiological distance between each pair of release/deposition points. This
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Figure 13. Dose from a 10× 10 cm2 10 MV beam in a lung phantom where the hatched isodoses
show the result from collapsed cone calculations and solid isodoses the result from Monte Carlo.
Note the penumbra broadening in lung and buildup after lung which is well reproduced using the
collapsed cone approximation. (From Ahnesjö 1989.)

results in anMN4 algorithm since for each point the other points on the same line have to be
visited separately.

The collapsed cone convolution method has been verified against Monte Carlo generated
dose distributions for slab and mediastinum-like phantom geometries (Ahnesjö 1989; see
figure 13), and for clinical beams in homogeneous media (Lydon 1998), in both cases
demonstrating generally very good results.

7.2.2.4. Correction factor interpolation.Aspradakis and Redpath (1997) devised a technique
for reducing computation time in a superposition model. The method is based on the
assumption that the conventional inhomogeneity correction method adequately predicts the
shape of the dose distribution over a limited distance. Hence correction factors, defined as
the ratio of dose values from superposition to those from the conventional (broad beam, fast,
inhomogeneity correction) algorithm calculated on a coarse matrix and further interpolated
onto a fine grid are applied to relative dose values calculated on the fine grid by the fast
conventional method. This method requires the generation of two 3D matrices; one from the
conventional model on a fine matrix and the other from superposition on a coarse matrix. The
speed enhancement as compared with a full calculation approach depends on the resolution
ratio. As an example, Aspradakis and Redpath demonstrated a 128-fold improvement in speed
without significant loss in accuracy when the correction factor was carried out every 4.0 cm
along the direction of the beam and every 2.0 cm across the beam in comparison to a grid
separations of 0.5 cm in all dimensions. However, in regions of high dose gradients, a finer
resolution might be required.
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7.3. Pencil kernel models

A pencil kernel describes the energy deposited in a semi-infinite medium from a point
monodirectional beam (see figure 6). For the purpose of treatment optimization, Gustafsson
et al (1994) used a very general formulation of the radiotherapy dose calculation problem:

D(r) =
∫∫
s

∫
E

∫∫
�

∑
m

9m
E,�(s)

pm

ρ
(E,�, s, r) d2� dE d2s (37)

where9m
E,�(s) is the energy fluence differential in energyE and direction� for beam modality

m and(pm/ρ)(E,�, s, r) is the corresponding pencil kernel for energy deposition per unit
mass atr due to primary particles entering the patient ats. For routine dose calculations the
approach of equation (37) is still impractical since the pencil kernel is variant and in principle
unique for each combination ofs andr. In equation (37) the beam that yields this kernel is
of infinitesimal cross section whereas in practice Gustafssonet al discretized the kernels to
describe the energy deposition from divergent, finite width beam elements (often referred to
as bixels) which converted the integral to a matrix multiplication form. The discrete pencil
kernel problem has been studied in more detail by Bourland and Chaney (1992) and Ostapiak
et al (1997). Their study was motivated by the potential savings in computation time for
superposition models since use of pencil kernel models can be viewed as a ‘pre-convolution’
of point kernels over the depth dimension. The pencil kernels are commonly determined
using Monte Carlo methods, either directly or as a superposition of point kernels. Monte
Carlo methods have been used by a number of workers (Mohan and Chui 1987, Ahnesjö and
Trepp 1991, Ahnesjö et al 1992b, Bourland and Chaney 1992). Pencil kernels have also been
estimated experimentally using scatter factor differentiation (Ceberget al 1996, Storchi and
Woudstra 1996).

The integration over the field aperture is greatly simplified by use of spatially invariant
kernels and various techniques have been developed to numerically evaluate such integrals.
When the lateral dose distribution at a particular depth is of interest, standard convolution
methods using transforms can be applied (Mohan and Chui 1987, Ahnesjö and Trepp 1991).
Bortfeld et al (1993) showed that the dose at arbitrary points can be interpolated from two
profiles, essentially representing primary and scatter dose, using a depth dependent weighting
technique derived from a singular value decomposition of the kernel data. Storchi and Woudstra
(1996) combined a pencil kernel approach by computing a sparse lattice of points using
transform technique with an interpolation along beam lines to reconstruct dose at arbitrary
points. Ahnesj̈o et al (1992b) noted that pencil kernels, expressed in cylindrical coordinates
(r, z), can be accurately parametrized as

p

ρ
(r, z) = Aze−azr +Bze−bzr

r
(38)

whereAz, az, Bz andbz are functions of depth. They also developed a numerical integration
technique based on a combination of the parametrization with a triangular decomposition of
the field shape (similar to that of Siddonet al (1985)), and fluence weighting to allow for both
intensity modulation and complicated field shapes.

Pencil kernel models are effectively hybrid algorithms that fully account for beam
modulations and field shapes but rely on broad beam scaling/correction methods to handle
heterogeneities and patient outlines (cf section 5.1.1). Provided there are properly normalized
fluence and kernels, the dose is calculated in absolute units that can be used to derive output
factors. The two main accuracy limitations on pencil kernel models are for heterogeneities
(Knööset al1995) and for scatter dose calculations in phantom sizes that deviate substantially
from the size for which the pencil kernel is determined (Hurkmanset al1995). Nevertheless, the
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inherent flexibility to model lateral fluence variations combined with computational efficiency
has made the pencil kernel method popular, in particular for use in optimization of intensity
modulation (Bortfeldet al 1994, Gustafssonet al 1994, S̈oderstr̈om et al 1993, Chuiet al
1994).

8. Explicit modelling of scattered particle transport

8.1. Random methods, Monte Carlo

The widespread use of Monte Carlo applications in medical physics has been reviewed by
Mackie (1990) and Andreo (1991). Photons have a limited number of interactions before they
are absorbed, which makes it easy to simulate all interactions directly. In electron transport,
however, the number of Coulomb interactions with atomic nuclei is so large that a direct Monte
Carlo simulation is impractical. This has motivated the development of ‘condensed’ history
techniques where different ‘microscopic’ interactions are classified into groups to provide a
detailed ‘macroscopic’ representation of the particle transport (Berger 1963). The condensing
assumes the medium to be locally homogeneous, making it non-trivial to study interface effects
in detail. The grouping may be implemented in different ways using different approximations
(Andreo and Brahme 1984, Bielajew and Rogers 1987, Kawrakow and Bielajew 1998). Dose
scoring for treatment planning is, however, not as critical as simulation of ionization chamber
responses. Hence, Monte Carlo is considered to be the primary method for bench-marking of
faster dose calculation approaches.

For photon beam dose calculation, the long mean free paths between interactions means
that the energy is transferred to the medium in local fractions over large volumes and
necessitates simulation of a very large number of photon histories to reduce statistical
uncertainty. The secondary electrons released by the photons smooth the dose distribution,
which is more efficient at higher energies due to longer electron tracks. Hence, Monte Carlo
is more efficient at higher photon energies than at lower energies making brachytherapy
sources the most demanding candidate for direct use of Monte Carlo dose calculations. Long
calculation times are a pronounced problem in conformal therapy where optimization of dose
distributions using iterative algorithms requires the dose to be recomputed many times during
the planning procedure. Hence, it is likely that for another decade photon Monte Carlo
will be used for beam characterization, benchmarking and other special studies rather than
routine treatment planning. Nevertheless, a very ambitious Monte Carlo treatment planning
project has been launched at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory aiming to model all beam
modalities, including photons, by means of stand-alone machines networked to the treatment
planning computer (Hartmann Siantaret al1997). Based on the EGS4 code, Wanget al (1998)
proposed to improve efficiency through the use of variance reduction techniques and density
thresholding, the latter to speed up the ray-tracing calculations. For electron beams, several
projects report clinical or near-clinical implementations for direct use in treatment planning
(Manfredottiet al1990, Neuenschwanderet al1995, Keall and Hoban 1996b, Kawrakowet al
1996), and it is likely that Monte Carlo calculations will be the clinical workhorse for electron
beam calculations in the near future.

8.2. Deterministic methods for particle transport

The most general description of a radiation field at a given time is the phase space density, i.e.
the number of particles per six-dimensional ‘volume’ made up of the three spatial coordinates
r = (x, y, z), the particle energyE and the direction� = (θ, φ). Since the particles of a
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radiation beam actually move, the phase space can be completely represented by the vectorial
energy fluence differential in energy and direction for photons,9

ph
E,�, and for charged particles

(electrons and positrons),9cp
E,�. A number of quantities of dosimetric interest can be derived

directly from these fluences and in particular the dose follows according to Rossi and Roesch
(1962)

D(r) = − 1

ρ(r)
(∇ ·9ph

E,�(r) +∇ ·9cp
E,�(r)− q(r)) (39)

whereρ is the mass density andq the rest mass changes. From a given initial radiation field,
continuity laws, as expressed in the well known Boltzmann equation, govern the resulting
fluence distributions. The scattering and absorption processes make the Boltzmann equation
difficult to solve except for very simplified cases. Bellman and co-workers (see Bellman and
Wing (1975) for an introduction) have made theoretical studies proposing the use of an invariant
embedding technique to solve the radiation transport problem in slab geometries. A more
general method to numerically solve the Boltzmann equation is the method of discrete ordinates
which discretizes the spatial dimensions into voxels, the directions into ‘discrete ordinates’
(as for the collapsed cone method; cf section 7.2.2.3) and the energy range into ‘multigroups’
(see Bell and Glasstone (1970) for a general introduction). The discrete ordinates, orSN ,
method has long been used for neutron transport calculations in nuclear engineering, and code
packages such as DANTSYS are generally available (Alcouffeet al 1995). The method has
not attracted much interest in the medical physics community and there are only a limited
number of papers available including those by Shapiroet al (1976) who investigated252Cf
as a brachytherapy source, Uwaminoet al (1986) who calculated neutron leakage from a
medical electron accelerator, Nigget al (1991)who investigated dose distribution analysis in
boron neutron capture therapy and Gokhaleet al (1994) who focussed on inverse methods
for beam direction selection in 2D planning. The method is only suited to problems where
the particles are subject to a limited number of interactions before coming to rest since the
number of iterations is proportional to the number of interactions. Hence, to completely solve
the dose deposition in photon beams numerically by purely deterministic methods the electron
transport must be solved by a more suitable method such as the phase space evolution originally
developed for dose calculation in electron beams (Huizenga and Storchi 1989, McLellanet al
1992, Janssenet al 1997). The complexity and computational burden for such a complete
deterministic approach would probably exceed that of the Monte Carlo approach (Börgers
1998).

9. Beam phase space characterization

Empirical dose calculation models use measured dose data almost directly in calculations.
Hence, self-consistency with respect to measured beam data is intrinsic to empirical methods.
For more explicit modelling of the radiation energy transport one needs a description of the
initial phase space delivered by the beam, i.e. the time-independent energy fluence9E,�
differential in energy and direction at all points(x, y, z0) in a beam reference plane atz0.
However, there are no established methods to determine experimentally such a complete
description in the clinical environment. Hence one must use either direct calculations based
on the design of the machine or indirect methods based on simple measurable quantities such
as dose distributions in a water phantom. In practice it is common to use a combination of
both approaches. An excellent review of beam characteristics for both photon and electron
beams has been published by Ebertet al (1996). The review given here will focus on work
applicable to treatment planning with first-principle models.
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Monte Carlo simulation of beam transport through clinical treatment heads has proved to
be an invaluable tool to determine otherwise inaccessible data. The Monte Carlo approach has
recently been greatly facilitated by Rogerset al (1995) who introduced the BEAM package
tailored to simulate treatment heads by means of the EGS4 code (Nelsonet al1985). A similar
package has also been designed by Lovelocket al (1995). The BEAM package has been used
in a series of papers by Liuet al (1997a, b, d, 1998) to provide detailed information about
phase space distributions for clinical machines. The Monte Carlo system GEANT, developed
at CERN, has interfaces to mechanical engineering CAD (computer aided design) systems for
handling complex designs. The GEANT system has been utilized by Küsteret al (1997, 1998)
to study multileaf collimators. A shortcoming of Monte Carlo for beam characterization is that
the energy of the electron beam hitting the target is often not directly known with the required
accuracy. Boyeret al (1989) determined the electron beam energy through a calibration of
the bending magnet current and found deviations as high as 20% from the specified energy. A
practical problem regarding Monte Carlo is that the set up of the simulations requires detailed
geometrical knowledge of treatment head details which is not always easily accessible from
manufacturers.

First-principle models give the absolute dose per impinging energy fluence. In practice
the fluence monitoring is non-trivial since scattered photons from the treatment head add an
‘unmonitored’ contribution to the fluence, and backscatter into the monitor yields a ‘false’
contribution to the total signal (cf section 4.1):

9

M
= 90 +9hsc

M0 +Mb

. (40)

It is therefore common to describe the unscattered beam and the scattered components of the
beam separately, as we will do in the following sections.

9.1. Primary fluence characterization

9.1.1. Beam spectrum and attenuation.Direct Monte Carlo simulations of the treatment
head design have been carried out by several workers in order to provide spectral data. Mohan
et al (1985) calculated, for a series of beam energies, spectra that later were frequently used
as a standard set. They also studied the lateral variation in beam spectrum and characterized it
in terms of half-value thickness. Lovelocket al (1995), Liuet al (1997d) and DeMarcoet al
(1998) (who used the MCNP code, (Briesmeister 1988)) applied Monte Carlo techniques to
generate beam spectra and they all found that the incident electron beam energy must be tuned
in order to get agreement with measured depth dose data.

Deterministic semianalytical calculations model the bremsstrahlung process as an electron
diffusion and absorption with simultaneous emission of photons. The most energetic photons
are generated in the direction of the electrons. Although the intensity is strongly forward peaked
in the initial direction of the electrons, the angular dispersion of the electrons due to multiple
scattering makes the unfiltered beam spectrum fairly uniform over the beam aperture. The
subsequent filtering to flatten the fluence induces a slight variation such that the peripheral parts
are softer due to thinner filters. Examples of works that apply this kind of model are Nordell
and Brahme (1984), Ahnesjö and Andreo (1989), Desobry and Boyer (1994), Silver (1994)
and Svensson and Brahme (1996). Deterministic models of the bremsstrahlung emission often
apply Shiff’s formulae as given in the classical review by Koch and Motz (1959). Desobry
and Boyer (1991) reviewed the Shiff work and were able to relax some of the approximations
that Shiff used.

Reconstructive techniques based on measured depth dose distributions are an appealing
approach since the dose calculated using such spectra describes measured data as closely
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as possible. To implement such a procedure a database of depth dose distributions from
monoenergetic photons calculated by Monte Carlo must be available. The main difficulty
in reconstructive techniques from depth dose distributions or attenuation measurements is
the poor numerical conditioning of photon spectrum unfolding, which makes the use of
different constraints necessary. Furthermore, the dose from charged particle contamination
in the buildup region complicates the use of data from that region including the depth of
dose maximum. Ahnesjö and Andreo (1989) combined a parametrized model for charged
particle contamination with a semianalytical spectrum model whose parameters were varied
to minimize the difference between measured depth doses and depth doses reconstructed as
the sum of the dose for a pure photon beam and the charged particle dose. In a similar
dose reconstructive approach Sauer and Neumann (1990) used general shape properties of
realistic spectra expressed as positivity and monotony requirements. Attenuation data are more
generally accessible than monoenergetic depth dose distributions and several reconstructive
techniques based on attenuation measurements have been proposed (Huanget al1983, Archer
et al 1985, Piermatteiet al 1990, Bakeret al 1995, Baker and Peck 1997, Francoiset al 1997,
Nisbetet al 1998). Most of these works also used constraints on the spectral shape to handle
numerical conditioning problems.

Methods for direct measurement of photon spectra, although not directly applicable in
clinical environments, are of importance for benchmarking other methods. In particular, the
data measured by Faddegonet al (1990, 1991), who also compared their data with Monte
Carlo calculations, have become a standard.

In kernel based dose calculations the spectrum is often assumed to be laterally invariant.
This approximation implies that off-axis softening, i.e. the decrease in energy with increasing
angle versus the beam axis caused by decreasing flattening filter thickness, is ignored. For point
kernel calculations this can be relaxed by considering the effects on the released energy fraction
(collision kerma and scatter energy, i.e. equations (29) and (30)) through corrections describing
the lateral change in beam penetration. Mohanet al (1985) used the angular distributions of
photons generated by Monte Carlo techniques to compute off-axis changes in the half-value
layer of water. In a broad experimental survey involving 15 different linac beams, Tailoret al
(1998) showed that the relative change in the narrow beam half-value layer of water of the
collated data was well described by a third degree polynomial of the off-axis angle. The earlier
data from Yuet al (1997) and Bj̈arngard and Shackford (1994) were close to the data of Tailor
et al. Although general parametrizations now exist, off-axis beam quality variations depend on
the material of the flattening filter (Zefkiliet al 1994) and should therefore be at least checked
as part of the machine commissioning procedure.

9.1.2. Lateral fluence distribution.To achieve high accuracy, dose calculations must model
the lateral fluence distribution as delivered by the open beam (not only for open beams but also
as input for subsequent modulations of the beam). The common machine design paradigm
is to shape the flattening system to deliver a uniform dose at some depth. Phantom scatter
dose has its maximum at the beam centre, and the flattening system is designed to compensate
for that by increasing the primary fluence with increasing radius (fluence ‘horns’). In their
Monte Carlo study, Lovelocket al (1995) pointed out that beam profiles were more sensitive
indicators to variations of the electron beam energy than the depth dose curves. Hence, lateral
profiles cannot entirely be predicted by Monte Carlo means and must be determined through
measurements. Since detecting fluence is less developed than detecting dose, it is more
common to use dose profiles and adapt the fluence profiles in calculations to fit measured dose
rather than using measured fluence profiles. Boyeret al (1989) and Liuet al (1997d) assumed
rotational symmetry characterized by a small set of profile measurements. Treueret al (1987)
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and Ahnesj̈o and Trepp (1991) worked out procedures to allow for full lateral mappings of
general, non-rotational symmetrical beams. Ahnesjö and Trepp used radial dose scans rotated
in 10◦ to 15◦ increments to achieve full mapping of the field. Most points are thereby taken in
the ‘curative region’ and drifts in the experimental set-up are cancelled by renormalization to
the beam axis point common to all scans.

9.1.3. Beam modulation.There are several methods for modulating the fluence of treatment
units, as reviewed by Brahme (1987). The present most common technique is to use wedge
shaped absorbers that influence not only modulation but also the beam quality. Hence, wedge
factors expressed as fluence ratios will differ from wedge factors expressed as dose ratios. An
important consideration in wedge dosimetry is the eventual effects the quality shifts have on
different experimental techniques. Weberet al (1997) proved that buildup caps for detectors in
fluence measurements could be made by any material when usedwithin that same beam quality.
Heukelomet al (1997) noted a difference in results between various cap materials when used
for wedge factor determination. For dose calculations, Liuet al (1997b) ray-traced several
energy bins through both the wedge and the patient. To reduce the number of ray-traces in the
patient, Ahnesj̈o et al (1995) treated the quality shifts separately by correcting the separation
of the released energies for the primary dose and scatter dose fractions, respectively, suiting
the formalism as outlined by equations (28)–(32).

Modulation by dynamic collimation using the blocks, ı.e. the dynamic wedge technique
(Kijewski et al 1978), is relatively straightforward to model since the beam quality is not
affected and excellent results have also been demonstrated (Weberet al 1996, Liu et al
1998, Storchiet al 1998). Somewhat more complicated to model is the modulation from
multileaf blocks run in either ‘step-and-shoot’ mode (Bortfeldet al1994, Webb 1998a, b) or in
continuous mode (Convery and Rosenbloom 1992, Svenssonet al1994) since leaf interference
yields spots with aberrant ‘tongue-and-groove’ underdosage and ‘interleaf leakage’ overdosage
(van Santvoort and Heijmen 1996). At present there is great interest in exploiting the potentials
in dynamic collimation motivated by the opportunities seen in treatment optimization utilizing
non-uniform beams without increasing the labour cost of delivering the desired modulations.

9.2. Scatter from the treatment head

As stated in section 2, a significant amount of the treatment beam consists of scattered photons
and secondary particles from practically all irradiated components of the treatment head. There
is a large literature on experimental determination and empirical data fitting of quantities for
‘output’ characterization, intended for direct practical application. The magnitude and the
relative importance of scatter from the various parts of the treatment head, however, have often
been matter of confusion. The output factor in air is often called collimator scatter factor,
indicating that the collimators are the most scattering parts. This is not the case, and it is
now well established that the largest contributions originate in the flattening filter and close to
the target in the primary collimator as experimentally showed through the work of Kase and
Svensson (1986) and Jaffrayet al (1993). For open beams on conventional machines, head
scattered photons are of the order of one-tenth of the total energy fluence exiting the machine
(Zhu and Bj̈arngard 1995, Weberet al1997), with some additional per cent for wedged beams
(Heukelomet al 1994, Liuet al 1997d). As noted by Weberet al (1997), some published
output factors in air for high-energy beams do not describe the photon fluence output due
to improper filtering of charged particle contamination. A common classification of head
scatter sources, as given in the pioneering work of Nilsson and Brahme (1981) and Luxton and
Astrahan (1988), is into scatter from the primary collimator (often merged into the flattening
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filter component), the flattening filter, collimator backscatter into the monitor and collimator
scatter. Nilsson and Brahme used Monte Carlo calculations and found the head scatter sources
to be rather limited (<3%) while Luxton and Astrahan determined these experimentally and
found them to be very important (<15%). These seemingly conflicting results are explained
by the different treatment head configurations used in each work. Nilsson and Brahme used
a configuration designed for a maximum beam diameter of 20 cm with a significantly thinner
and hence less scattering flattening filter than that of typical clinical machines. Luxton and
Astrahan used a CGR Saturne 25 machine which has a conventional flattening filter design but
with collimator trimmers very close to the monitor chamber causing an unusually high amount
of monitor backscatter. In the following, the treatment head scatter and related calculation
models will be reviewed according to their source of origin.

9.2.1. Photon scatter from the flattening filter.The flattening filter forms an extended source
distribution, which determines most of the variation of beam output in air due to variation of
the field size. The filter is thickest at its centre. This, and the fact that the primary energy
fluence at the exit side is approximately homogeneous, makes it natural to assume that the
energy fluence of scattered photons is highest at the centre of the flattening filter and decreases
towards the periphery. This has been shown experimentally (Jaffrayet al 1993), analytically
(Ahnesj̈o 1994) and with Monte Carlo simulations (Chaneyet al1994, Liuet al1997d). These
simple findings together with the relative importance of their magnitude have motivated the
development of methods that model the dose from scattered particles by means of an extended
source integration over the parts visible from the calculation’s point view (Ahnesjöet al1992a,
Dunscombe and Nieminen 1992, Ahnesjö 1994, Chaneyet al 1994, Sharpeet al 1995, Liu
et al 1997d) (see figure 14).

9.2.2. Wedge and compensator scatter.Second to structures closest to the target, hard wedges
or compensating filters are the most important scatter sources in clinical beams. Analytical
calculation models based on first scatter integration over the scattering device (Ahnesjö et al
1995, Islam and Van Dyk 1995), and an ‘extended phantom concept’ using precalculated
modulator kernels superimposed over the modulator within the calculation point of view of
(Liu et al 1997c), have all shown good results.

9.2.3. Collimator scatter. A model for explicit modelling of scatter from the collimators has
been presented by Ahnesjö (1995). The model is based on kernels representing the relative
energy fluence of photons scattered off a collimator block per unit block length. The kernels
can then be applied to the current field of calculation and integrated around the collimating
periphery to yield the total collimator scatter energy fluence at the point of calculation. The
results show that in most cases scatter from the movable collimators contributes of the order
of approximately 1% to the total dose and hence is relatively insignificant. Exceptions
yielding larger contributions were found to be for collimators very close to the source, i.e.
the primary collimator, and for geometries involving many layered collimators since each
upstream side of a collimator block acts as an inlet for photons to be scattered. For direct
Monte Carlo simulations, collimator scatter is a low probability event resulting in poor statistics
unless special variance reduction techniques are used. As a consequence of the low amount
of collimator scatter in photon beams, the term ‘collimator scatter factor’ should be avoided
in favour of ‘output factor in air’ or ‘(treatment) head scatter factor’.
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Figure 14. Flattening filter scatter profiles (normalized to the isocentre primary energy fluence
90) at the isocentre plane for two 15× 40 cm2 fields defined by the inner (IC) and outer (OC)
collimators. The profiles are along the 15 cm axis; the machine geometry is shown to the right.
The calculation point’s eye view of the filter at various positions is shown on top of the chart. Three
different distributions of scatter release from the filter are compared; a triangular, a Gaussian and
a flat (constant) distribution, all normalized to yield 8% scatter at isocentre when the entire filter is
viewed. (From Ahnesjö 1994.)

9.2.4. Monitor backscatter. The problem of backscatter to the monitor from the upper side
of a collimator has been studied by a variety of methods. Kubo (1989) used a telescopic
technique to exclude the scattered components from the readout of an external detector and
measured the variation in monitor units delivered per unit external signal. For a Clinac 1800
he found small variations in the order of 1% to 2% but for a Therac 20 machine the backscatter
variation was as high as 7.5% between a 2×2 cm2 field and 40×40 cm2 field. Hounsell (1998)
also used a telescopic technique and found small variations of the order of less than 1% for an
Elekta-Philips SL15 with a protection sheet (3 mm Al) in place between the collimators and the
monitor chamber. Hounsell found considerably higher variation when the protection sheet was
removed, approximately 5% between a 4× 4 cm2 and 40× 40 cm2 field. Sharpeet al (1995),
Yu et al (1996) and Liuet al (1997b) used the number of linac pulses as independent measure
of the primary fluence. Liuet al used BEAM/EGS4 to perform Monte Carlo simulations of
the phenomenon, and found that the monitor backscatter signal varied between 2% and 5%
for the largest and smallest fields with a kapton window monitor chamber. When a protection
sheet of aluminium was set in place to stop low-energy charged particles the variation reduced
to 0.5–1.0%. Yuet al applied the technique to a Varian Clinac 600 C and 2100C and found a
variation of approximately 2% for the upper jaws and 1% for the lower pair of jaws at energies
above 15 MV and about half those values for 6 MV. Lamet al (1998) measured the target
charge needed to deliver a given amount of monitor units as a function of collimator setting,
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as it was considered more reliable than the number of linac pulses. On a Varian Clinac 2100C
they found a 2.4% variation for the upper jaws and 1.0% variation for the lower pair of jaws.

A calculation model has been developed by Ahnesjö et al (1992a) assuming that the
backscatter to direct particles signal ratio (cf equations (3)–(6)) can be determined by a
proportionality factorkb times a geometry factor for diffuse radiation, such that

Mb

M0
= kb z

2
SMD

z2
SCD

∫∫
Airr

cos3 θA
πz2

MCD

dA (41)

wherezSMD is the source to monitor distance,zSCD is the distance from the source to the
backscattering collimator surface,zMCD is the monitor to backscattering surface distance,θA
is the angle between the normal of the backscattering element dA and its view vector of
the monitor andAirr is the irradiated backscattering area (in the original paper the source to
isocentre distance was erroneously used instead ofzSMD and the reflected radiation stated to
be isotropic rather than diffuse). A comparison of data from the work by Lamet al (1998)
with equation (41) yieldskb values of the order of 0.3 to 0.4 for kapton windowed chambers
and approximately zero for chambers with metal sheet windows.

9.2.5. Charged particle contamination.Charged particle contamination refers to electrons
released within the accelerator treatment head and in the air between the treatment head and
the patient. These contribute significantly to the dose in the buildup region. The main sources
of origin are (a) electrons released in traversed elements like the flattening filter, wedge etc,
(b) the collimators and (c) the air. The higher the beam energy, the more dominant is the first
category while air released electrons dominates at lower energies (Beauvaiset al 1993). The
lateral distribution of contaminant electrons has been modelled by a Gaussian pencil beam
distribution (Nilsson and Brahme 1979, 1986, Nilsson 1985) whereas the depth dependence
has been described by an exponential (Mackie 1984, Beauvaiset al1993, Sj̈ogren and Karlsson
1996, Zhu and Palta 1998). Combining the Gaussian lateral dependency with the exponential
depth dependency, Ahnesjö and Andreo (1989) determined the Gaussian width, the exponential
attenuation and a proportionality factor from depth dose measurements by comparing with
Monte Carlo generated ‘clean’ depth doses without electron contamination (cf section 9.1.1).
The resulting parameters were used to define a pencil kernel for direct use in treatment planning
(Ahnesj̈o et al 1992b).

At higher beam energies the electron contamination depth dose dependence shows a
significant build up (Brahme 1987), deviating from the pure exponential commonly used.
Refined measurements at lower energies have revealed a similar structure as shown by
Jursinic and Mackie (1996), and they proposed the use of a biexponential function to fit
all energies. Although several workers have studied the influence from different materials
and their locations in the beam path (McKennaet al 1995, Sj̈ogren and Karlsson 1996), no
parametrized model general enough to handle all common situations has been proposed so
far.

9.3. Implementation concepts

Modelling of the beam transport through the linac head is at least as complicated as modelling
the transport in the patient. Hence, considerable computer time has to be spent on ‘pre-patient’
beam transport which is most efficiently done separately to avoid redundant calculations
(several patient voxels are covered by the same beam pixel). Saxneret al (1997) used two
energy fluence matrices, one to represent the primary beam and one to represent the head
scatter fluence, thus allowing for different divergence of respective components. The head
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scatter matrix was determined by integration over the scattering elements described by semi-
analytical parametrizations. The scattering was treated as extended sources delineated in the
calculation point of view up through the collimators (Löfgren 1998). The Peregrine project
(Cox et al 1997) used Monte Carlo to create an output phase space file in which the position,
energy and direction of the exiting particles are scored in a reference plane. The phase space
file was then sampled to yield particles for further (Monte Carlo) transport in the patient. The
sampling could be biased to reflect a repositioning of a collimator or similar change in the
linac head geometry. For sampling efficiency, the particles were grouped into distributions
depending on their origin. Liuet al (1997a), used a somewhat different approach for wedges
and compensators. In their work, these were included within an extended phantom (as part of
the patient) and their scatter contributions were predicted using kernel scaling.

10. Inverse techniques

The objective of treatment planning is to find a patient-specific optimal treatment plan that
balances cure and risk for complications. It is imperative to include tools for optimization
into treatment planning systems to automate the search for optimal treatments (see reviews by
Brahme (1995) and Webb (1993, 1997)). Optimization of treatment plans is often referred to as
‘inverse planning’ since the process would start with defining treatment objectives and let the
computer shape the beam set-up. Most present approaches for optimization rely on iterative
searches that recomputes the dose with straight ‘forward’ dose calculations as reviewed above
but several authors have published work that treat the dose calculation problem as an inverse
problem. We will briefly review these here and also include a section on the problem to
reconstruct the dose to a patient given an exit portal dose image.

10.1. Dose optimization as an inverse problem

In the early work by Brahmeet al the shape of the lateral dose profile of a rotational x-ray
beam producing a uniform, circularly symmetric dose distribution in a cylindrical phantom was
expressed as a simple analytical function (Brahmeet al1982, Lax and Brahme 1982, Cormack
and Cormack 1987, Cormack 1987). Later, a general integral equation over the irradiated
volumeV was expressed to illustrate the degrees of freedom in optimization (Brahme 1995):

D(r) =
∫∫∫
V

⊂ ⊃
∫∫∫

h(E,�, r, s)fE,�(s) dE d2� d3s (42)

wheres denotes the position of the kernel centre,h is a problem-specific energy deposition
kernel,f a kernel density function,E the energy of the incident particle and� the direction
of incidence. For a stationary and monoenergetic beam the above equation (24) simplifies into
equation (24) where terma is the kernel density function. The idea of inverse methods for dose
calculation was to design a single kernel for several beams and find direct numerical solutions to
equation (42). This approach implied pre-assumptions of the beam set-up to include rotations,
etc, into a problem-specific rather than radiation quality-specific kernel. One approach has been
to use rotational kernels generated from rotated pencil kernels in a cylindrical phantom (Eklöf
et al1990, Desobryet al1991). An alternative kernel definition was proposed by Holmeset al
(1991) where the kernel was the result of photons interacting at a point-of-convergence from a
number of directions, calculated as a weighted superposition of rotated monodirectional point
kernels. The kernel density is typically calculated by some iterative deconvolution technique
including positivity operators to avoid negative kernel density. Incident beam profiles may
then be determined through backprojection analogous to image backprojection in computed
tomography.
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Figure 15. The ‘extended phantom’ used to compute the dose to a portal imager phantom. (From
McNutt et al (1996b), with permission.)

The major limitation of the purely inverse approach is that the desired dose distribution is
generally not obtainable due to the positivity requirement. Hence, more recent optimization
research applies iterations using forward dose calculations (Gustafssonet al1995, Mohanet al
1996) and focuses on objective function design (Källmanet al1992a, Bortfeldet al1997) and
also inclusion of set-up and delivery uncertainties (Löf et al 1998, Yanet al 1998).

10.2. Dose reconstruction from portal images

Portal dose images (PDIs) contain geometric and dosimetric information useful for treatment
verification. Use of portal imaging is a rapidly growing area and we will restrict ourselves to
applications of relevance to dose calculations. Transmission dosimetry, as it was originally
called by Wonget al (1990), refers to the calculation of dose at the portal image plane.
The concept is clearly illustrated in the work by McNuttet al (1996a, b) where they used
an extended phantom concept (see figure 15) to let the portal imager constitute part of the
irradiation geometry in a superposition dose calculation algorithm. The radiation transport
physics governs the relations between the beam, the patient, the patient dose and the portal
image dose thus providing a variety of possibilities to construct verification procedures based
on consistency checks of calculated and measured entities.

Ying et al (1990) used the entrance fluence matrix and proposed an iterative method
where the CT data were corrected to yield portal dose images matching measured images.
McNutt et al (1996b) assumed, for tomotherapy applications (Mackieet al 1993), that the CT
density matrix used in the portal dose calculation equals the one used during treatment and
proposed to use the technique for dose verification. An alternative to tomotherapy to acquire
a representative CT would be megavoltage CT acquisition during treatment (Swindellet al
1983, Brahmeet al 1987, Lewiset al 1992).
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Hansenet al (1996) on the other hand, chose to perform a rigid body transform on the
planning CT density map of the patient which assumes that the patient anatomy is unchanged
between planning and treatment except for an overall rotation and/or translation. This transform
is performed by an operator which is obtained from matching a number of electronic portal im-
ages to their corresponding digitally reconstructed radiographs. The dose reconstruction model
by Hansenet al, unlike the work by McNuttet al, relies on a pencil beam kernel convolution al-
gorithm and uses a different normalization approach to access the primary photon fluence level.

Information from an electronic portal imaging device (EPID) in conjunction with a
convolution type dose calculation model has also been used to calculate patient exit surface dose
distributions (Boellaardet al1997). The primary dose at the imaging device, as extracted from
a measured transmission dose, is projected to the exit surface of the patient. From this, the exit
scatter dose is determined by convolving the primary dose with an exit dose spread function,
which describes the lateral distribution of the scatter exit dose resulting from a pencil beam.
The method has been applied to phantoms of variable thickness with the aid of a measured,
field size-independent, renormalization correction that takes into account the variation of the
scatter dose with phantom thickness. The estimation of exit dose, as the sum of primary and
scatter exit doses, in this manner, works well for homogeneous media. The method, however,
is probably limited in heterogeneous media mainly because the lateral extent and position of
heterogeneity is not taken into account.

11. Conclusions

The need for general dose calculations has long been an issue, since treatment machines
are engineered for delivery of complex treatment techniques envisaged to improve treatment
results. The motivation for high dose accuracy is the steep dose response of tissues in
combination with narrow therapeutic windows. The price–performance relationship for
computer systems has not until recently enabled the dose calculation problem to be treated from
a first-principle point. Still the most fundamental method, direct particle transport by Monte
Carlo simulations is too slow to be practical in routine planning. This can be circumvented
by use of parallel hardware but the additional complexity and cost is probably not justified
since the point kernel models (with related beam characterization models) fulfil reasonable
accuracy requirements. Monte Carlo is, however, firmly established as a necessary tool for
providing basic and benchmarking data for faster methods, both for patient dose calculations
and for treatment machine characterization. The consistency between experimental methods,
Monte Carlo generated phase space distributions and semianalytical methods for beam
characterization is an important area for further research. For routine use, point kernel models
are well examined and are also conceptually simple, which is important for the understanding of
dose results. Charged particle disequilibrium, a long-standing issue for lung dose calculations,
is modelled by point kernel models but there is a residual error caused by the rectilinear density
scaling approach. Better scaling methods have been proposed but are still premature. Pencil
kernel models share the features of point kernel models with respect to beam modulations
but have the same limitations as classical broad beam models with respect to the impact
from heterogeneities. Pencil kernel models are, however, faster and simpler to use than point
kernel models and will therefore be used for the foreseeable future as part of the optimization
algorithms for finding optimal beam modulations and field shapes. Electron contamination
is not addressed by the basic photon kernel models and treatment planning implementations
have to rely on separate models which at present are less well developed than the pure photon
models. This weakness is generally bypassed by choosing calibration procedures utilizing
depth greater than the maximum depth of contamination influence.
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The increased complexity encountered in 3D conformal therapy implies an increased
dependency on monitor unit calculations provided by the treatment planning systems.
Implementation errors, modelling limitations and flaws in system handling and data logistics
make independent checks of monitor unit calculations imperative. These should be simple to
implement and rely on independently measured data. Suitable candidates for such models are
scatter integration and scaling techniques, as reviewed in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, combined
with 1D depth scalings for heterogeneities. A general problem with empirical scatter scaling
techniques is that they are developed for open, not modulated beams, and there is a great
need to improve these models to include effects from modulations. Pencil kernel models
will probably provide the link between empirical results and first principle models in the
search for such methods. The need for quality assurance of complex treatment delivery
has boosted an interest in electronic portal imaging. Several computation models have the
potential to calculate the dose also to an imager, thus providing additional tools for dosimetric
verification.

The level of accuracy achieved by any kind of model is subject to implementation details
which should be clearly outlined by the manufacturers of treatment planning systems. The
quality assurance of treatment related data is a tedious task requiring a cooperative attitude
across organizational borders. In the end, no dose results can be better than the model
approximations and the quality of data fed into the model.
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